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Financial Statements 

The directors have pleasure in submitting their report, together with the audited financial statements for 
the year ended 31 December 2015. 
 
Principal Activities 

INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND plc (the “Company”) was granted a banking licence in October 
1998 by the Central Bank of Ireland under section 9 of the Irish Central Bank Act 1971 and is engaged 
in wholesale banking business. 

The Company’s principal areas of business include: international lending to corporate clients and 
financial institutions mainly in Europe both on a bilateral and syndicated basis; the management of a 
portfolio of securities held for liquidity purposes; treasury activities; intra-group lending and issuance of 
guarantees and transaction services. 
 
Review of Results and Development of the Business 

The results and financial position of the Company are set out on pages 12-16 of the financial 
statements.  During the year under review, the Company expanded third party lending, in particular to 
Irish-domestic corporates, while reducing new lending to intra-group counterparties, with the exclusion 
of short term placements with the parent company, Intesa Sanpaolo SpA, and increasing the granularity 
of its securities portfolio.  In 2015, the Company successfully extended the maturity profile of its funding 
through the debt issuance programmes and at the year-end it remained almost entirely funded by the 
wholesale markets.  Future strategy will continue to focus on increasing the level of third party lending, 
specifically to the Irish corporate and financial sectors and further diversifying the securities portfolio. 
 
The profit after tax for the financial year was €70.35 million (2014: €81.32 million), which was in line with 
the expectations of management.  The main contributors to this result were (i) lower funding costs due 
to the improved market conditions, (ii) targeted sale of AFS securities, (iii) gains on early redemptions 
and (iv) effective operational cost management, which offset the on-going contracting bond spreads, 
non-replacement of certain maturing loan assets, lower fee income contribution and the first-time 
charge, in December 2015, of the Bank Recovery and Resolution Levy for €1.03m (representing circa 
21% of administrative expenses). 
 
The directors have proposed a dividend of 17.4781 cent per ordinary share, amounting to €70.0 million 
in respect of the year 2015 (2014: €56.926 million dividend was paid, equivalent to 14.2137 cent per 
ordinary share). 

During 2015 the Eurozone showed signs of recovery with real GDP growth estimated at circa 1.5% as 
growth moved away from turbulent emerging markets and returned to the OECD area.  This however 
was behind the 2015 global GDP growth expectation of 3.2% and core inflation remained dangerously 
low at an estimated +0.8%.  The year will be remembered for the flaring up of geo-political risks (war in 
eastern Ukraine, Syria, refugees/migrant crisis, terrorist attacks) which coupled with the delicate 
European political situation (Greece, the implementation of fiscal adjustment programmes, a potential 
Brexit, etc.) have been a drag on business, resulting in the imposition of US and EU sanctions on 
Russia, a 50%, slump of oil prices to below $30 per barrel (the lowest levels seen since 2000), euro 
interest rates at historical low (and negative) levels and a weaker Euro that depreciated by circa 12% 
from the 2014 average. 

2015 was also a year of significant yet diverging monetary policy developments, with the ECB 
embracing a quantitative easing policy and a deposit rate cut, driven by inflation downside risks and the 
FED hiking rates for the first time in 10 years, mainly on the back of a recovery of the US economy and 
improved employment market.   

The recent turmoil in world financial markets at the beginning of 2016 was prompted by the slowdown in 
emerging markets, reduction of inflation expectations, declining market liquidity and concerns over the 
effectiveness of Central Banks’ further stimulus.  
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European equities and banks in particular recorded the largest declines, as a result of the uncertainty 
about the viability of the European banks’ business models that are facing on the one side higher 
regulatory and supervisory costs and, on the other, compressed revenues, partly due to the effects of 
monetary policy. 

 
In Ireland, during 2015 real GDP is estimated to have increased by circa 6%, while the unemployment 
rate fell below 9%, making Ireland the fastest growing economy in the EU, as domestic demand 
overtook net trade as the primary driver of growth.  The country more than achieved its fiscal targets for 
the year as tax receipts remained ahead of target, resulting in a contraction of the current account deficit 
to 1.5% (3.9% in 2014) and a further improvement in net debt-to-GDP ratio to 80% (88% in 2014).   

The principal risks faced by the Company as a result of the normal course of its activities remain: 

• Credit Risk and Counterparty Credit Risk 
• Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Risks (Banking Book) 
• Liquidity Risk 
• Operational Risk 

These risks are monitored and managed on an on-going basis by the Company, and the risk 
management objectives, policies, risk measures and limits of the Company are fully described in Note 2 
to the financial statements. 
 
Future Developments in the Business 

The directors intend to continue the development of the Company’s lending activities on a selected 
basis and in line with group policy, with an increased focus on actively marketing Irish-domestic 
corporate clients and international customers operating out of Ireland.  In addition, the Company intends 
to pursue a further diversification of securities portfolio. 
 
Risk Management and Control 

An analysis of the risks to which the Company is exposed and the management of these is set out in 
Notes 2 and 3 to the financial statements. 

Regulatory capital ratios remain healthy, with a tier 1 capital ratio of 16.68% (2014: 14.11%) and a total 
capital ratio of 16.70% as at 31 December 2015 (2014: 14.12%). 
 
Accounting Record 

The measures taken by the directors to secure compliance with the Company’s obligation to keep 
adequate accounting records are the use of appropriate systems and procedures and employment of 
competent persons.  The books of account are available at the registered office at 3rd Floor, KBC 
House, 4 George’s Dock, IFSC, Dublin 1. 
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Directors 

The directors who held office during the year under review were: 

 
Mr. I. Letchford 
Mr. R. Barkley 
Mr. P. N. Virgili 
Mr. A. Plomp 
Mr. N. Copland  
Mr. C. Persico  
Mr. E. Dosa  
Mr. F. Introzzi (resigned on 12/03/2015)  
Mr. A. Faragalli Zenobi (appointed 17/07/2015) 
 
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 
 
Parent 

Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland plc is a public limited liability company and is incorporated and domiciled 
in Ireland.  The Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. which beneficially 
holds 100% of the ordinary share capital of the Company.  INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. is a public 
limited company and is incorporated and domiciled in Italy.  The consolidated financial statements for 
2015 of INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. may be obtained from the group headquarters based at Piazza 
San Carlo, 156, 10121 Turin, Italy, or via its website www.group.intesasanpaolo.com. 
 
Articles of Association 

In accordance with its memorandum and articles of association, the Company may by ordinary 
resolution appoint any person to be a director.  The powers to appoint directors are subject to the 
maximum number of directors permitted and eligibility for appointment, both in accordance with the 
memorandum and articles of association. 

In accordance with the memorandum and articles of association, the Directors are authorised to issue 
shares subject to the limit of the authorised share capital.  The authority expires five years from the date 
of the memorandum and articles of association. 

The memorandum and articles of association may be amended in line with the Companies Acts, e.g. 
where a special resolution is required by consent of the holder of at least 75% of the ordinary share 
capital of the Bank. 
 
Directors 

The composition of the Board of Directors and standing Committees at year–end: 
  
Mr. I. Letchford (Member of Audit Committee) - Independent Non-Executive 
Mr. A. Plomp (Member of Credit Committee and Risk Committee) 
Mr. R. Barkley (Member of Credit Committee) - Independent Non-Executive 
Mr. P. N. Virgili (Member of Audit Committee and Risk Committee) 
Mr. N. Copland (Member of Risk Committee) - Independent Non-Executive 
Mr. E. Dosa (Member of Risk Committee) 
Mr. C. Persico (Member of Audit Committee) 
Mr. A. Faragalli Zenobi  
 
  

http://www.group.intesasanpaolo.com
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Interests of Directors and Secretary 

The directors and secretary of the Company at 31 December 2015 and their spouses had no interest in 
the shares or debentures or loan stock of the Company or Group companies other than those set out 
below.  Directors who are employees of INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. participate in a discretionary share 
incentive scheme under which a portion of their bonus may be converted into shares in INTESA 
SANPAOLO S.p.A. 

Ordinary Shares in INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. 
 31 December 2015 31 December 2014 

Mr. F. Introzzi (*) - 554 

Mr. P. N. Virgili 554 554 

Mr. C. Persico  11,724 11,724 

Mr. A. Faragalli Zenobi (**) 119,315 - 
 
 

INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A - 2% Fixed Rate EUR Bond (Maturity 15 May 2015) 
 31 December 2015 31 December 2014 

Mr. P. N. Virgili  - 150,000 
 

BANCA IMI S.p.A – Floating Rate USD Bond (Maturity 18/10/2020) 
 31 December 2015 31 December 2014 

Mr. A. Faragalli Zenobi (**) 100,000 - 
 

BANCA IMI S.p.A – 8.6% Fixed Rate EUR Bond (Maturity 17/06/2017) 
 31 December 2015 31 December 2014 

Mr. A. Faragalli Zenobi (**) 132,000 - 
           

  (*)  resigned on 12/03/2015 
           (**) appointed on 17/07/2015 
 
 
Transactions involving Directors 
There were no contracts of any significance in relation to the business of the Company in which the 
directors had any interest, as defined in the Companies Act, 2014, at any time during the year ended 31 
December 2015. 
 
 
Directors’ Responsibilities 
The directors are responsible for the Company’s system of internal control and for reviewing its 
effectiveness.  Such a system is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve 
business objectives and can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance against material 
misstatement or loss. 
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Corporate Structure 
The overview of the Board and Executive Management structure in the chart below as at 31 December 
2015 identifies key individuals and committees and their inter-relationship with business and control 
units: 
 

 
 
 
Management Responsibilities 

Management at departmental level has primary responsibility for the execution of all internal controls 
implemented by the Directors in collaboration with the Senior Management of the Company.  They 
ensure risks relating to all business processes are identified and mitigated through adequate control 
levels defined in departmental policies and procedures.  The mapping of these processes and the 
identification of associated risks has been performed using an Italian Law 262-2005 compliant 
methodology. 
 
 
Risk Management Framework 

The Company has a dedicated Risk Control function responsible for the measurement and monitoring of 
financial risks.  The Risk Control function reports to the Risk Committee of the Company, which is 
responsible for defining and proposing the risk management framework to the Directors. 

In addition, the control and proactive monitoring of internal processes is performed by the Operational 
Risk function, which reports to the Audit Committee on a periodical basis.  The Risk and Audit standing 
Committees, established by the Board, assist the Directors in fulfilling their responsibilities in the 
supervision over the financial reporting process, the auditing process, the existing internal control 
system, the risk management reporting and the compliance with laws, regulations, rules and code of 
conduct of the Company. 
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The active involvement of the Managing Director in the Company’s management of risks allows the 
Board to continually monitor risks and ensure the adherence on an on-going basis to the Company’s 
strict internal control procedures. 

In respect of the financial reporting process, the Company has mapped such process, identifying 
controls that must be complied with.  Some of these controls are designed to ensure that: 

• business transactions are properly authorised, approved and executed within the transaction 
limits identified by the Risk Control department; 

• financial reporting is accurate and complies with the financial reporting framework; and 
• systems are in place to achieve high standards of compliance with regulatory requirements. 

 
Operational Risk 
 
As per the Guidelines for Group Operational Risk Management adopted by the Board of Directors of 
Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland Plc (“ISP Ireland”) on 27 February 2015 operational risk is defined in the 
Group as “the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or 
from external events. Operational risk includes legal risk, but does not include strategic or reputational 
risk” in line with the definition of the Basel II Committee.  
 
Operational Risk Management (“ORM”) is the structured set of processes, functions and resources for 
identifying, assessing and controlling operational risk, in order to ensure effective risk prevention and 
mitigation in accordance with the Group’s stated appetite for risk in its Risk Appetite Framework. 
 
The objectives of ORM are as follows: 

• Asset Protection 
• Ex ante Monitoring and Control of Processes 
• Compliance with Processes and Rules 
• Use of the Internal Operational Risk Model for Management Purposes 

 
Although ISP Ireland belongs to the core group of entities within Intesa Sanpaolo Group for the 
consolidated computation of the operational risk capital charge under the Advanced Measurement 
Approach (AMA), the current roll-out plan of the Group methodologies  stipulates the implementation of 
the Standardised Approach (TSA) for the local computation. TSA has been used for the calculation of 
the capital charge for Operational Risk since January 1st 2010. 
 
The Board of Directors of the ISP Ireland approved the classification of Operational Risk among the list 
of the material risk factors the Bank is exposed to as part of its ICAAP submission to the Irish Financial 
Regulator. Although the Board has not set any quantitative limits to the amount of operational risk the 
Bank can be exposed to, it has demonstrated its risk appetite by a continued focus on this area in their 
agenda and the ongoing monitoring of the internal control framework. The Board has also approved an 
organisational structure compatible with the overall objective of operational risk-minimisation. 
 
The operational risk-minimisation objective of the Board involves the following activities: 

• Identification and implementation of mitigation actions and risk transfer, in accordance with the 
qualitative risk appetite defined by the Board; 

• Rationalisation and optimisation, in means of costs/benefits of insurance recovery system and 
other forms of risk transfer adopted by the Group. 

 
The main operational risk-minimisation options therefore are: 

• The conscious acceptance of the operational risk inseparably linked to the business activities of 
the Company; 

• The mitigation of the operational risk through action taken on relevant risk factors; 
• The risk transfer by means of insurance policies or other specific financial instruments. 
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In particular, the main mitigants used by the Company to reduce operational risk are: 
 

• The monitoring of the effectiveness of internal controls using Italian Law 262-2005 compliant 
methodology.  This monitoring involves the on-going Review of processes affecting significant 
accounts of the Bank with a documentation of the same processes, of the attached risks, and of 
the controls in place 

• The Monitoring of Key Risk Indicators (KRI) defined under the Banks Operational Risk Policy. 
• The involvement of Operational Risk in all discussions with respect to “New Products” to ensure 

all aspects of risks have been assessed and documented. 
• The existence of a local Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity framework including: 

− A local UPS (uninterruptible power supply) at the main office 
− A back up power generator is located at the main office 
− A hot site is located at Farnborough, Armstrong Mall, Southwood Business Park, Apollo 

Rise, UK supported by an annual full test of the functionality of the site to conduct critical 
activities.  

− Annual participation in Persons Unavailability training scenarios on critical activities 
supported by subsequent testing where a backup staff member carries out critical activities 
as per the affected department’s business continuity plan.  

− The critical IT systems of the Company are centralised Group systems with local access.  
These centralised systems are replicated daily in London or at Moncalieri in Italy as well as 
at the disaster recovery sites in both places. 

• The purchase of insurances with third parties including: 
− Property damage insurance; 
− Liability insurance (employer’s liability and public liability) 
− Internal fraud insurance (i.e. internal theft, falsification of documents, internal system fraud, 

etc.). 
 
Independent Auditors 
 
The Auditors, KPMG Chartered Accountants have indicated their willingness to continue in office in 
accordance with Section 383(2) of Companies Act, 2014. 
 
Compliance Statement 
 
Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland plc is subject to the requirements laid out under the Corporate 
Governance Code for Credit Institutions (“the Code”) for “non major institution” and is required under 
section 26 of the code to submit an Annual Compliance Statement to the Central Bank of Ireland for the 
period 1 January to 31 December 2015.  Such statement will be duly communicated in accordance with 
the Central Bank requirements in 2016.  
 
 
 
On behalf of the board 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman Managing Director  Director Director 
 
 
26 February 2016 
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The Directors present herewith the audited financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2015. 
 
The Directors are responsible for preparing the Directors' Report and the financial statements in 
accordance with applicable law and regulations. 
Company law requires the directors to prepare financial statements for each financial year. Under that 
law they have elected to prepare the financial statements in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the EU and applicable law. 
 
Under company law the Directors must not approve the financial statements unless they are satisfied that 
they give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities and financial position of the Company and of its 
profit or loss for that year.  In preparing the financial statements, the directors are required to: 

• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently; 
• make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; 
• state whether they have been prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the EU; and 
• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume 

that the Company will continue in business. 
 

The Directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records which disclose with reasonable 
accuracy at any time the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of the Company and enable 
them to ensure that its financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2014. They have general 
responsibility for taking such steps as are reasonably open to them to safeguard the assets of the 
Company and to prevent and detect fraud and other irregularities.  The directors are also responsible for 
preparing a Directors’ Report that complies with the requirements of the Companies Act 2014.. 
 
 
 
On behalf of the board 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman  Managing Director Director Director 
 
 
26 February 2016 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND 
PLC  
 
We have audited the financial statements (‘‘financial statements’’) of Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland plc for 
the year ended 31 December 2015 which comprise Income Statement, Statement of Comprehensive 
Income, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Changes in Equity, Statement of Cash Flows, and 
the related notes.  The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is Irish law 
and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union.  
 
Opinions and conclusions arising from our audit  

1 Our opinion on the financial statements is unmodified 
In our opinion the financial statements:  

• give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities and financial position  of the Company as at      
31 December 2015 and of its profit for the year then ended;  

• have been properly prepared  in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union; and 

• have been properly prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2014.  

2 Our conclusions on other matters on which we are required to report by the Companies Act 2014   
are set out below 
We have obtained all the information and explanations which we consider necessary for the purposes of 
our audit. 

In our opinion the accounting records of the Company were sufficient to permit the financial statements to 
be readily and properly audited and the financial statements are in agreement with the accounting 
records. 

In our opinion the information given in the Directors’ Report is consistent with the financial statements.  
  
3 We have nothing to report in respect of matters on which we are required to report by exception  
 
ISAs (UK & Ireland) require that we report to you if, based on the knowledge we acquired during our 
audit, we have identified information in the annual report that contains a material inconsistency with either 
that knowledge or the financial statements, a material misstatement of fact, or that is otherwise 
misleading. 

In addition, the Companies Act 2014 requires us to report to you if, in our opinion, the disclosures of 
directors’ remuneration and transactions required by sections 305 to 312 of the Act are not made. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND 
PLC (continued) 
 
 
Basis of our report, responsibilities and restrictions on use  
As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities set out on page 8, the directors are 
responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and 
fair view  and otherwise comply with the Companies Act 2014.  Our responsibility is to audit and express 
an opinion on the financial statements in accordance with Irish law and International Standards on 
Auditing (UK and Ireland).  Those standards require us to comply with the Financial Reporting Council’s 
Ethical Standards for Auditors. 
 
An audit undertaken in accordance with ISAs (UK & Ireland) involves obtaining evidence about the 
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the 
financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error.  This includes 
an assessment of: whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Company’s circumstances and 
have been consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of significant accounting 
estimates made by the directors; and the overall presentation of the financial statements. 
   
In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information in the Annual Report to identify material 
inconsistencies with the audited financial statements and to identify any information that is apparently 
materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent with, the knowledge acquired by us in the course 
of performing the audit. If we become aware of any apparent material misstatements or inconsistencies 
we consider the implications for our report. 
 
Whilst an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK & Ireland) is designed to provide reasonable 
assurance of identifying material misstatements or omissions it is not guaranteed to do so. Rather the 
auditor plans the audit to determine the extent of testing needed to reduce to an appropriately low level 
the probability that the aggregate of uncorrected and undetected misstatements does not exceed 
materiality for the financial statements as a whole. This testing requires us to conduct significant audit 
work on a broad range of assets, liabilities, income and expense as well as devoting significant time of 
the most experienced members of the audit team, in particular the engagement partner responsible for 
the audit, to subjective areas of the accounting and reporting.  
  
Our report is made solely to the Company’s members, as a body, in accordance with section 391 of the 
Companies Act 2014.  Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Company’s 
members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose.  
To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the 
Company and the Company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions 
we have formed.   

 

 

             26 February 2016 
Paul Dobey 
for and on behalf of 
KPMG  
Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit Firm 
1 Harbourmaster Place 
IFSC 
Dublin 1 
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Interest and similar income 7  272,728  315,789 

Interest expense and similar charges 7  (192,374)  (227,085) 
      
Net interest income   80,354  88,704 
      
Fees and commission income 8  1,342  3,745 

Fees and commission expense 8  (7,936)  (9,687) 

Net fees and commission expense   (6,594)  (5,942) 

Dividend and similar income   4  - 

Net trading income  9  12,604  11,631 

Foreign exchange loss    (141)  (21) 

(Charge) / release of provision for impairment of loans 
and receivables 20  (1,004)  2,674 

(Charge) / release of provision for liabilities and 
Commitments 29  (111)  367 

      
Net operating income   85,112  97,413 
      
Administrative expenses 11  (4,979)  (3,751) 

Depreciation   (35)  (37) 

Total operating expenses   (5,014)  (3,788) 

      
Profit before tax 12  80,098  93,625 

Income tax expense 13  (9,748)  (12,302) 
      
Profit for the financial year   70,350  81,323 

Profit attributable to the equity holders of the parent    70,350  81,323 
 
All of the above profits are in respect of continuing operations. 
 
The notes on pages 17 to 70 are an integral part of these financial statements. 
 
On behalf of the board 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman     Managing Director      Director 
 
 
 
 
For and on behalf of Capita International Financial Services (Ireland) Ltd 
Company Secretary 
 
26 February 2016 
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Profit for the year  70,350  81,323 
     
Other comprehensive income     

Net unrealised gain on available for sale 
debt securities 

 
6,786  15,911 

Net realised (loss) on available for sale 
debt securities reclassified to the income statement 

 
(5,817)  (8,399) 

Income tax relating to components of 
other comprehensive income 

 
(121)  (939) 

     
Other comprehensive income for the year, 
net of tax 

 
848  6,573 

     
Total comprehensive income for the year, 
net of tax 

 
71,198  87,896 

     
Total comprehensive income for the year attributable 
to equity holders of the parent 

 
71,198  87,896 

 
 
 
 
The notes on pages 17 to 70 are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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ASSETS     
Cash and balances with central banks 15 59,715  49,389 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 16 -  47,660 
Available for sale investments 17 2,452,022  2,976,704 
Loans and advances to banks 18 9,677,881  7,277,780 
Loans and advances to customers 19 1,059,934  1,604,337 
Derivative financial instruments 21 449,790  513,252 
Prepayments and accrued income  95  33 
Deferred tax asset 22 31  - 
Other assets 23 2,906  6,918 
Property, plant and equipment 24 38  66 
Total assets  13,702,412  12,476,139 
     
LIABILITIES     
Deposits from banks 25 643,371  1,264,625 
Debt securities in issue 26 9,310,563  7,035,285 
Repurchase agreements 27 290,114  600,002 
Due to customers  1,604,386  1,632,902 
Derivative financial instruments 21 603,067  702,443 
Current tax  17  492 
Deferred tax liability 22 3,273  3,121 
Accruals and deferred income  5,763  9,515 
Other liabilities 28 633  919 
Provisions for liabilities and commitments 29 182  64 
Total liabilities  12,461,369  11,249,368  
     
EQUITY attributable to the equity holders of the 
parent company 

    

Share capital 30 400,500  400,500 
Share premium 30 1,025  1,025 
Available for sale reserves  22,694  21,846 
Other reserves  506,764  506,764 
Retained earnings  310,060  296,636 

Total equity  1,241,043  1,226,771 
Total liabilities and shareholders’ funds  13,702,412  12,476,139 

 
The notes on pages 17 to 70 are an integral part of these financial statements. 
 
On behalf of the board 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman  Managing Director  Director 
 
 
For and on behalf of Capita International Financial Services (Ireland) Ltd 
Company Secretary 
 
26 February 2016 
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Attributable to 

equity shareholders of the Company 

  
Share 
capital 

 
Share 

premium 

Available 
for sale 
reserves 

Other 
reserves 

Retained 
earnings 

 
 

Total 
  €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 
        
1 January 2015  400,500 1,025 21,846 506,764 296,636 1,226,771 
Profit for the financial year  - - - - 70,350 70,350 
Other comprehensive income   - - 848 - - 848 
  ________ _______ ________ ________ ________ ________ 
Total comprehensive income 
for the year  - - 848 - 70,350 71,198 
        
Equity dividends  - - - - (56,926) (56,926) 
  ________ _______ ________ ________ ________ ________ 
31 December 2015  400,500 1,025 22,694 506,764 310,060 1,241,043 
        

 
       

1 January 2014  400,500 1,025 15,273 506,764 257,555 1,181,117 
Profit for the financial year  - - - - 81,323 81,323 
Other comprehensive income  - - 6,573 - - 6,573 
  ________ _______ _______ ________ ________ ________ 
Total comprehensive income for 
the year  - - 6,573 - 81,323 87,896 
        
Equity dividends  - - - - (42,242) (42,242) 
  ________ _______ ________ ________ ________ ________ 
31 December 2014  400,500 1,025 21,846 506,764 296,636 1,226,771 
        

 
 
Other reserves include a distributable capital contribution of €506,764,365 (2014: €506,764,365). 
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 Note 2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
Cash flows from operating activities     
Interest received  329,367  293,160 
Dividend received  4  - 
Fees and commission receipts  (2,472)  4,955 
Fees and commission paid  (4,656)  (9,296) 
Net trading and other income / (expense)  (985)  (12,995) 
Interest paid  (244,659)  (216,525) 
Cash payments to employees and suppliers  (5,045)  (3,902) 
Recoveries on loans previously written off  -  3,168 
Income taxes paid  (10,223)  (5,668) 
     
Cash flows from operating activities before changes in 
operating assets and liabilities  61,331  52,897 
     
Changes in operating assets and liabilities     
Net  (increase) / decrease in cash and balances with central 
banks  (47,044)  129 
Net (increase) / decrease in loans and advances to banks  (2,441,272)  137,034 
Net decrease in loans and advances to customers  511,251  919,643 
Net (increase) in other assets  -  (512) 
Net (decrease) / increase  in deposits from banks  (578,131)  837,089 
Net (decrease) in amounts due to customers  (27,399)  (159,580) 
Proceeds from / Purchase of repurchase agreements  290,000  (1,200,000) 
     
Cash flows from changes in operating assets and 
liabilities  (2,292,595)  533,803 
     
Net cash from operating activities  (2,231,264)  586,700 
     
Cash flows used in investing activities     
Purchase of property, plant and equipment  (7)  (16) 
Purchases of available for sale investments  (984,180)  (2,003,940) 
Proceeds of available for sale investments  1,509,843  2,125,529 
Proceeds of assets at fair value though profit or loss  47,352  - 
     
Net cash used in  investing activities  573,008  121,573 
     
Cash flows used in financing activities     
Proceeds from debt securities in issue  7,373,690  5,206,212 
Repayment of debt securities  (5,057,222)  (5,042,546) 
Dividends paid  (56,926)  (42,242) 
     
Net cash used in financing activities  2,259,542  121,424 
     
Net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents  601,286  829,697 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  (691,918)  (1,521,615) 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 31 (90,632)  (691,918) 
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2. Summary of significant accounting policies 

The following accounting policies have been applied consistently in dealing with items which are 
material in relation to the Company’s financial statements. 

 
1.1. Reporting Entity 

INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND plc is a limited Company incorporated and domiciled in 
the Republic of Ireland under the Companies Act, 2014 with the registration number 125216 
and is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 
 

1.2. Basis of preparation and Statement of Compliance 
The Company’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (‘IFRS’) as adopted by the European Union, and with those 
parts of the Companies Acts, 2014 applicable to companies reporting under IFRS. 

The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention, except for 
non-derivative financial assets and financial liabilities held at fair value through profit or loss, 
available for sale securities and derivative contracts that have been measured at fair value. 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain 
critical accounting estimates.  It also requires Directors to exercise its judgment in the process 
of applying the Company’s accounting policies.  The areas involving a higher degree of 
judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the 
financial statements, are disclosed in Note 1.8 and Note 5, in relation to impairment and fair 
value, respectively. 

Going Concern 
The Company’s management has made an assessment of the Company’s ability to continue 
as a going concern and is satisfied that the Company has the resources to continue in 
business for the foreseeable future.  Furthermore, the Directors are not aware of any material 
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt upon the Company’s ability to continue as a 
going concern.  Therefore the financial statements continue to be prepared on the going 
concern basis. 
 

1.3. Segment reporting 

An operating segment is a component of an entity: 
(a) that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur expenses 

(including revenues and expenses relating to transactions with other components of the 
same entity), 

(b) whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the entity's chief operating decision 
maker (the Board of Directors) to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the 
segment and assess its performance, and 

(c) for which discrete financial information is available. 
 
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided 
to the chief operating decision maker.  The chief operating decision maker is the person or 
group that allocates resources to and assesses the performance of the operating segments of 
a company. 
 

1.4. Interest income and expense 

Interest income and expense are recognised in the income statement using the effective 
interest method. 
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The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset 
or a financial liability and of allocating the interest income or interest expense over the 
relevant period.  The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future 
cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument or, when 
appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the financial asset or financial 
liability.  When calculating the effective interest rate, the Company estimates cash flows 
considering all contractual terms of the financial instrument (for example, prepayment options) 
but does not consider future credit losses.  The calculation includes all fees and points paid or 
received between parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate, 
transaction costs and all other premiums or discounts. 

Once a financial asset or a group of similar financial assets has been written down as a result 
of an impairment loss, interest income continues to be recognised using the original effective 
interest rate applied to the new carrying amount. 
 

1.5. Fee and commission 
Fees and commissions are generally recognised on an accrual basis when the service has 
been provided.  Upfront fees for loans are recognised as an adjustment to the effective 
interest rate on the loan.  Loan syndication fees are recognised as revenue when the 
syndication has been completed and the Company retains no part of the loan package for 
itself or retains a part at the same effective interest rate as the other participants. 
 

1.6. Financial assets / financial liabilities 
The Company classifies its financial assets in the following categories: financial assets at fair 
value through profit or loss; loans and receivables; and available for sale financial assets.  
Management determines the classification of its investments at initial recognition. 

(a) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
This category has two sub-categories: financial assets held for trading, and those 
designated at fair value through profit or loss at inception or at the time of adoption of 
IFRS.  A portion of the financial assets purchased at fair value and designated at fair value 
were acquired from Intesa Bank Ireland during the merger in 2007 and the classification 
within the Group was maintained.  A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired 
principally for the purpose of selling in the short term or if so designated by management.  
Derivatives are categorised as held for trading unless they are designated as hedged. 

(b) Loans and receivables 
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market. 

(c) Available for sale financial assets 
Available for sale investments are those intended to be held for an indefinite period of 
time, which may be sold in response to needs for liquidity or changes in interest rates, 
exchange rates or equity prices. 

Purchases and sales of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and available for 
sale are recognised on trade-date – the date on which the Company commits to purchase or 
sell the asset.  Loans are recognised when cash is advanced to the borrowers.  Financial 
assets are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs for all financial assets not 
subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss.  Financial assets are derecognised 
when the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or where the 
Company has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership. 
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Available for sale financial assets and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are 
subsequently carried at fair value.  Loans and receivables are carried at amortised cost using 
the effective interest method.  Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in the fair 
value of the ‘financial assets at fair value through profit or loss’ category are included in the 
income statement in the period in which they arise.  Unrealised gains and losses arising from 
changes in the fair value of available for sale financial assets are recognised directly in other 
comprehensive income (OCI), until the financial asset is derecognised or impaired at which 
time the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised in OCI is recognised in the income 
statement.  However, interest calculated using the effective interest method is recognised in 
the income statement. 

Financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost, except for liabilities designated at fair 
value, which are measured through profit or loss. 
 
 

1.7. Offsetting financial instruments 

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of 
financial position when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognised amounts 
and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or realise the asset and settle the liability 
simultaneously. 
 
 

1.8. Impairment of financial assets 

(a) Assets carried at amortised cost 

The Company assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is objective evidence that a 
financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.  A financial asset or a group of financial 
assets is impaired and impairment losses are incurred if, and only if, there is objective 
evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial 
recognition of the asset (a ‘loss event’) and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the 
estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets that can be 
reliably estimated.  Objective evidence that a financial asset or group of assets is impaired 
includes observable data that comes to the attention of the Company about the following loss 
events: 

2.1. significant financial difficulty of the issuer or obligor; 
2.2. a breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or principal payments; 
2.3. the Company granting to the borrower, for economic or legal reasons relating to the 

borrower’s financial difficulty, a concession that the lender would not otherwise 
consider; 

2.4. it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial 
reorganisation; 

2.5. the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial 
difficulties; or 

2.6. observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future 
cash flows from a group of financial assets since the initial recognition of those assets, 
although the decrease cannot yet be identified with the individual financial assets in the 
Group, including: 
• adverse changes in the payment status of borrowers in the Group; or 
• national or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults on the assets in the 

Group. 
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The Company first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for 
financial assets that are individually significant, and individually or collectively for financial 
assets that are not individually significant.  If the Company determines that no objective 
evidence of impairment exists for an individually assessed financial asset, whether significant 
or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics 
and collectively assesses them for impairment.  Assets that are individually assessed for 
impairment and for which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognised are not included 
in a collective assessment of impairment. 

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at 
amortised cost has been incurred, the recoverable amount on the impaired asset to be 
assessed individually is determined at INTESA SANPAOLO S.p.A. (the “Parent Company”) 
level in conjunction with local management on the basis of the available information collected 
on debt secondary markets or in the credit default swap markets.  In the absence or in the 
case of unreliability of such information, the consideration of qualitative factors in the overall 
individual impairment assessment process will determine the evaluation of a recovery rate by 
the local Senior Management in coordination with the Parent Company. 

When a loan is uncollectible, it is written off against the related provision for loan impairment.  
Such loans are written off after all the necessary procedures have been completed and the 
amount of the loss has been determined.  Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously 
written off decrease the amount of the provision for loan impairment in the income statement. 

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can 
be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised (such as an 
improvement in the debtor’s credit rating), the previously recognised impairment loss is 
reversed by adjusting the allowance account.  The amount of the reversal is recognised in the 
income statement. 

If there is no objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at 
amortised cost has been incurred, financial assets are grouped on the basis of similar credit 
risk characteristics (i.e., on the basis of the internal credit rating) for the purpose of a collective 
evaluation of impairment.  For collective assessment, reference should be made to portfolio 
losses already suffered, even if it is not possible to link them to any specific loans.  These 
losses are also defined as “incurred but not reported losses”, and they are determined for 
each transaction as a function of the risk parameters (probability of default and loss severity) 
defined at Group level.  The probability of default relating to a country or an obligor/guarantor 
is driven by the internal rating assigned according to the Group’s methodology.  The internal 
rating is therefore a synthetic indicator of the risk attributed to a country defaulting on its cross 
border obligations (i.e. transfer risk), or a client/issuer becoming insolvent within a specified 
period of time. 

For the purpose of the calculation of the incurred loss on a collective basis for corporate 
counterparts and countries, the Company uses the assigned internal rating as per the Parent 
Company’s methodology as the driver for the determination of the applicable probability of 
default.  For financial institutions, the Company uses the external rating assigned by an 
External Credit Assessment Institution which is then mapped onto the main probability of 
default scale. 

The loss severity indicates the percentage of the Company’s total exposure to a client or a 
country that will not be recovered in case of default.  In the case of counterpart credit risk, it is 
determined on the basis of factors such as: financial guarantees/covenants, nature of 
loan/financial instrument, level of subordination, and legal action undertaken.  In the case of 
country risk, factors such as political environment and macro-economic conditions are 
considered. 

The severity of the loss relating to country risk is conditional on the wealth level of that country 
as per the World Bank classification. 
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The severity of the loss relating to an obligor’s default is driven by the type of transaction 
involved, and the geographical or business sector origins of the obligor communicated by the 
Parent Company. 
 
The collective impairment provisions of the Company are defined as the sum of incurred 
losses for both counterpart credit risk and country risk, adjusted for the following parameters: 
 
• Loss Confirmation Period (LCP): the Company has opted for a LCP of 1 year given the 

predominantly corporate structure of the portfolio, and 
• Concentration Index: the concentration factor is applied to all counterparties with Large 

Corporate Regulatory Segmentation and validated rating models developed at Parent 
level.  The Parent Company provides a list of entities for which a concentration index 
applied is as follows:  

 
Concentration Index 
1.4 for all entities categorised by the Parent using the 

above mentioned methodology.  

1.0 for all other entities 
 

(b) Available for sale financial assets 

The impairment testing for debt securities classified as available for sale is put into practice if 
the issuer is delinquent in its debtor obligations or defaults on payments, as demonstrated by 
any one of the following events: 

• default (as defined under international contract law), 
• bankruptcy proceedings, and 
• delinquency in interest or principal payments (except where the issuer is entitled 

contractually not to make interest payments without being in breach of contract). 

Where the issuer does not default, though the fair value of the bonds is lower than their 
carrying amount, further checks will need to be conducted.  In particular, management assess 
whether the fair value of the bonds is more than 20% less than their carrying value as per 
Group accounting policy, whether any other indicators of impairment exist: 

• unexpected and substantial downgrade, 
• debt restructuring scenarios, and 
• sudden disappearance of an active market or prices of CDS with premium up-front. 

If any such evidence exists for available for sale financial assets, the cumulative loss – 
measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any 
impairment loss on that financial asset previously recognised in the income statement – is 
removed from OCI and recognised in the income statement.  If, in a subsequent period, the 
fair value of a debt instrument classified as available for sale increases and the increase can 
be objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognised in the 
income statement, the impairment loss is reversed through the income statement. 

(c) Provisions for liabilities and commitments 
Impairments made on a collective basis, relative to estimated possible disbursements 
connected to credit risk relative to guarantees and commitments, are determined by applying 
a calibration factor, driven by the credit quality of the obligor, to the same criteria set out 
above with respect to loans and receivables. 
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1.9. Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting 

Derivatives are initially recognised at fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is 
entered into and are subsequently re-measured at their fair value.  Fair values are obtained 
from valuation techniques such as discounted cash flow models.  All derivatives are carried 
as assets when fair value is positive and as liabilities when fair value is negative. 
 
Certain derivatives embedded in other financial instruments are treated as separate 
derivatives when their economic characteristics and risks are not closely related to those of 
the host contract and the host contract is not carried at fair value through profit or loss.  These 
embedded derivatives are measured at fair value by the Risk Management Department of the 
Parent Company with changes in fair value recognised in the income statement.  The 
Company mitigates all risks generated by embedded derivatives which are mitigated with the 
Parent Company by entering into opposite derivative risk transactions. 
 
The method of recognising the resulting fair value gain or loss on a derivative depends on 
whether the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument.  The Company designates 
certain derivatives as hedges of the fair value of recognised assets or liabilities or firm 
commitments (fair value hedge).  Hedge accounting is used for derivatives designated in this 
way provided certain criteria are met. 
 
The Company documents, at the inception of the transaction, the relationship between 
hedging instruments and hedged items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy 
for undertaking various hedge transactions.  The Company also documents its assessment, 
both at hedge inception and on an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives that are used in 
hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes in fair values of hedged items 
(efficiency tests).  At year end the Company only had fair value hedges. 
 
In the case of a fair value hedge, changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated 
and qualify as fair value hedges are recorded in the income statement, together with any 
changes in the fair value of the hedged asset or liability that are attributable to the hedged 
risk.  If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting, the adjustment to the 
carrying amount of a hedged item for which the effective interest method is used is amortised 
to the income statement over the period to maturity.  If the hedged item is derecognised, the 
unamortized fair value adjustment is recognised immediately in the income statement. 
 
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement requires hedge effectiveness to 
be assessed both prospectively and retrospectively.  To qualify for hedge accounting at the 
inception of a hedge and, at a minimum, at each reporting date, the changes in the fair value 
of the hedged item attributable to the hedged risk must be expected to be highly effective in 
offsetting the changes in the fair value of the hedging instrument on a prospective basis, and 
on a retrospective basis where actual results are within a range of 80% to 125%. 
 
The Company applies hedge accounting to its fixed rate assets and liabilities hedged by 
interest rate swaps in order to mitigate its interest rate risk in the banking book.  The 
Company has adopted to perform its effectiveness tests using the "Dollar offset method".  The 
method is based on the relationship between the cumulative changes (from the beginning of 
coverage) in the fair value or cash flow hedged item attributable to the hedged risk and past 
changes in fair value or cash flows of hedging instrument (delta fair value), net of accrued 
interest. 
 
In line with Rules for Testing and Measuring the effectiveness of Interest Rate Risk Hedges 
(IAS39) published on 28.01.2016, the Company applies materiality thresholds and  
back-testing methodologies in its effectiveness testing processes 
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In the case of an effectiveness test showing results within the range 80-125%, but different 
than 100%, the Mark to Market (MTM) value associated to the differential is recorded into the 
income statement. 
 
In the case of derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting, changes in the fair value of 
such derivative instrument are recognised immediately in the income statement.  In 2015 the 
Bank did not have any instances of failures in relation to effectiveness testing. 
 

1.10. Property, plant and equipment 

All property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation.  
Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items. 

Depreciation on assets is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate their cost to 
their residual values over their estimated useful lives, as follows: 

Office equipment 20.0% straight line 
Computer equipment & software 33.3% straight line 

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each 
statement of financial position date. 
 

1.11. Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise 
balances with original maturity of less than three months, including cash, loans and advances 
to banks, deposits from banks and repurchase agreements. 
 

1.12. Foreign currency translation 

(a) Functional and presentation currency 
The financial statements are presented in Euro, which is the Company’s functional and 
presentation currency, with amounts being rounded to the nearest thousand, unless 
otherwise stated. 

(b) Transactions and balances 
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the 
exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the transactions.  Foreign exchange gains and 
losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the translation at year-
end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 
are recognised in the income statement. 

(c) Non-monetary items 
Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency 
are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions.  Non-
monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the 
exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined. 
 

1.13. Pension costs 
The Company operates a defined contribution scheme.  The Company pays contributions to 
privately administered pension insurance plans on a contractual basis.  The Company has no 
further payment obligations once the contributions have been paid.  The contributions are 
recognised as employee benefit expense when they are due. 
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1.14. Taxation 
The charge for current tax is based on the results for the year as adjusted for items which are 
non-assessable to or disallowed for tax.  It is calculated using tax rates that were applicable to 
the current reporting year-end.  Current tax is recognised in the income statement in the 
period in which the profits or losses arise except to the extent that it relates to items 
recognised in OCI or directly in equity, in which case the tax is also recognised in OCI or 
equity respectively. 

Deferred income tax is provided in full, using the liability method, on temporary differences 
arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the 
financial statements.  Deferred income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws) that have 
been enacted or substantively enacted by the year end reporting date and are expected to 
apply when the related deferred income tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax 
liability is settled. 

Deferred tax assets are recognised where it is probable that future taxable profit will be 
available against which the temporary differences can be utilised. 

Current tax and deferred tax relating to items recognised directly in OCI or equity are also 
recognised in OCI or in equity respectively and not in the income statement. 
 

1.15. Borrowings 
Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, being their issue proceeds (fair value of 
consideration received) net of transaction costs incurred.  Borrowings are subsequently stated 
at amortised cost; any difference between proceeds net of transaction costs and the 
redemption value is recognised in the income statement over the period of the borrowings 
using the effective interest method. 
 

1.16. Guarantees 
In the ordinary course of business, the Company gives guarantees, consisting of letters of 
credit, guarantees and acceptances.  Guarantees are initially recognised in the financial 
statements at fair value, being the premium received.  Subsequent to initial recognition, the 
Company’s liability under each guarantee is measured at the higher of the amount initially 
recognised less, where appropriate, cumulative amortisation recognised in the income 
statement, and the best estimate of probable expenditure required to settle any financial 
obligation arising as a result of the guarantee. 

Any increase in the liability relating to guarantees is recorded in the income statement.  The 
premium received is recognised in the income statement in “net fees and commission income” 
on a straight line basis over the life of the guarantee. 

The Company may receive open lines of credit, committed facility or other forms of financial 
money market credit facility.  These facilities are not recognised in the statement of financial 
position unless the actual drawdown has been made.  Related expenses, fees or interest on 
undrawn amounts are recognised in the income statement. 
 

1.17. Repurchase / LTRO / MRO agreements 
Securities sold under agreements to repurchase at a specified future date at a pre agreed 
price or form part of the Long Term Refinancing Operation / Main Refinancing Operation with 
the Central Bank of Ireland are not derecognised from the statement of financial position as 
the Company retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.  The corresponding 
cash received is recognised in the statement of financial position as an asset with a 
corresponding obligation to return it, including accrued interest as a liability within 
“Repurchase agreements”, reflecting the transaction’s economic substance as a loan to the 
Company.  The difference between the sale and repurchase prices is treated as interest 
expense and is accrued over the life of agreement using the effective interest rate.  See Note 
27. 
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1.18. New standards 
 
Adoption of new and amendment of accounting standards  
From 1 January 2015 the Company has adopted the following amendments to standards: 
 
• IFRS 10 Consolidated financial statements 

The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. It 
establishes a new control-based model for consolidation that replaces the existing 
requirements of both IAS 27 Separate financial statements and SIC 12 Consolidation – 
special purpose entities. The new standard does not have any impact on the financial 
position or performance of the Company. 
 

• IFRS 11 Joint arrangement 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. It 
establishes principles for financial reporting by parties to a joint arrangement. The new 
standard does not have any impact on the financial position or performance of the 
Company. 
 

• IFRS 12 Disclosures of interests in other entities 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. It 
includes the disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in other entities. The new 
standard does not have any impact on the financial position or performance of the 
Company. 
 

• IAS 27 Separate financial statements 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. The 
standard was revised as a consequence of the introduction of IFRS 10, to relate only to 
separate financial statements. The revised standard does not have any impact on the 
financial position or performance of the Company. 
 

• IAS 28 Investments in associates and joint ventures 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. The 
standard was revised as a consequence of the introduction of IFRS 11, to include entities 
that qualify as joint ventures under that standard. The revised standard does not have any 
impact on the financial position or performance of the Company. 
 

• Amendments to IAS 32 Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities 
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. These 
amendments clarify the meaning of “legally enforceable right to set-off” and also the 
application of the IAS 32 offsetting criteria to settlement systems (such as central clearing 
house systems) which apply gross settlement mechanisms that are not simultaneous. The 
revised standard does not have any impact on the financial position or performance of the 
Company. 
 

• IFRS Interpretations Committee Interpretation 21 Levies (“IFRIC 21”) 
IFRIC 21 provides guidance on when to recognize a liability to pay a levy imposed by a 
government in accordance with legislation. The adoption of IFRIC 21 did not have any 
impact on the financial position or performance of the Company. 
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• IAS 36 Impairment of Assets 
The amendments address the disclosure of information about the recoverable amount of          
impaired assets if that amount is based on fair value less cost of disposal. The adoption of 
the amendments did not have an impact on the financial position or performance of the 
Company. 
 

Prospective accounting changes to relevant accounting standards 
The Company has not applied the following new standards and amendments to standards that 
have been approved by the International Accounting Standards Board and which are likely to 
be applicable to the Company with an effective date after the date of these financial 
statements: 
 

Effective date 
• IFRS 9 - ‘Financial Instruments       1 January 2018 

 
The IASB completed the final element of its comprehensive response to the financial 
crisis with the publication of IFRS 9 in July 2014. The improved standard includes a 
logical model for classification and measurement, a single, forward-looking ‘expected loss’ 
impairment model and a substantially-reformed approach to hedge accounting. The 
standard replaces the existing guidance in IAS 39 – Financial Instruments: Recognition 
and Measurement and carries forward the guidance on recognition and derecognition of 
financial instruments from IAS 39. The standard is not expected to have a significant 
impact on the Company’s financial position or performance, as it is expected that the 
Company will continue to classify its financial assets and financial liabilities (both long and 
short) as being at fair value through profit or loss. The standard becomes effective for 
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, subject to EU adoption. 
 

Effective date 
• IFRS 15 –Revenue from contracts with customers    1January 2018  

 
IFRS 15 establishes a comprehensive framework for determining whether, how much   
and when revenue is recognised. It replaces existing revenue recognition guidance,  
including IAS 18 Revenue. The Company is assessing the potential impact on its 
financial statements resulting from the application of IFRS 15. The standard becomes 
effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, subject to EU adoption. 
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2. Qualitative risk disclosures and Basel 2 

 
Capital Management 
 
The definition of a capital plan for the Company is based on the management of capital adequacy at 
Group level, consisting of a series of policies that determine the size and optimal combination of the 
various capitalisation instruments, in order to ensure that the levels of capital of the Group and its 
banking subsidiaries are consistent with the risk profile assumed and meet the supervisory 
requirements.  The Intesa Sanpaolo Group assigns a primary role to the management and allocation 
of capital resources which are allocated to the Business Units such as INTESA SANPAOLO BANK 
IRELAND plc on the basis of their specific capacity to contribute to the creation of value, taking into 
account the level of return expected by the shareholders. 
 
At Group and local levels, the regulatory capital at risk and the overall economic capital at risk differ 
by definition and in terms of the coverage of the risk categories.  The former derives from the 
formats laid down by the supervisory provisions and the latter from the identification of the significant 
risks for the Bank and the consequent measurement in relation to the exposure assumed. 
 
Capital Management essentially involves the control of capital soundness through the careful 
monitoring of both the regulatory constraints and current and prospective operational constraints 
(overall economic capital) in order to anticipate any critical situations within a reasonable period of 
time and identify possible corrective actions for the generation or recovery of capital. 
 
The process of assessment of capital adequacy at the Company follows this “twin track” approach 
established by the Group: regulatory capital at risk against the total own funds of the bank for 
solvency purposes, and overall economic capital at risk for the purposes of the ICAAP (Internal 
Capital Adequacy Assessment Process) process against the Company’s available financial 
resources as defined by the Group. 
 
Verification of compliance with supervisory requirements and consequent capital adequacy is 
continuous and depends upon the objectives set out in the Company’s budget. 
 
Compliance with the target levels of capitalisation (regulatory & economic)  identified within the 
Group Risk Appetite Framework are monitored on a quarterly basis, taking appropriate actions, 
where necessary, for the management and control of the balance sheets aggregate. 
 
Regulatory Capital 
 
The Company is computing and monitoring regulatory capital adequacy in compliance with EU 
Capital Requirements Regulation 575/2013. 
 
In relation to Credit and Counterparty Risk, the Bank, following notification to the Central Bank of 
Ireland applied an AIRB approach for the risk exposures related to corporate obligors (excluding 
non-bank financial institutions) starting from 31 March 2012 for regulatory purposes with a 
Standardised Approach used to calculate capital requirements for other obligors. With respect to  
Operational Risk, the Company adopted a Standardised Approach from January 2010. 
 
The Company maintains Total Capital Ratio in excess of requirements notified by the European 
Central Bank, as part of the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process and as at 31 December 
2015 the Total Capital Ratio was 16.70% (14.12% in December 2014). 
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The table below discloses the own funds and regulatory capital requirements of the Company for 
2015 and 2014 year-ends: 

Regulatory Capital Information 2015 and 2014 
 

  
Eligible Own 

Funds 
Capital 

Requirement  
Eligible Own 

Funds 
Capital 

Requirement 
  2015 2015  2014 2014 
  €’000 €’000  €’000 €’000 
       
Equity  1,170,693   1,145,447  
Prudential filters and  
regulatory adjustments  

(22,329)   (21,923)  

Core Tier 1  1,148,364 688,487  1,123,524 636,984 
       
Total Tier 1  1,148,364 688,487  1,123,524 636,984 
       
Collective provisions  1,583   1,054  
Prudential filters and 
regulatory adjustments  

-   -  

Tier 2  1,583   1,054  
       
Total Capital  1,149,948 688,487  1,124,578 636,984 
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3. Quantitative risk disclosures 
 
3.1. Credit Risk and Counterparty Credit Risk 

Financial assets, including loans and advances, debt securities and off-balance sheet 
commitments such as guarantees, undrawn committed credit lines and derivatives generate 
credit risk.  Credit risk is characterised, for a specific counterparty, by the existence of a 
potential loss linked to the possible default of that counterparty. 

The Company controls the levels of credit risk it is exposed to by placing limits on the amount of 
risk accepted in relation to one borrower, or groups of borrowers, and to also industry 
segments.  Limits on the level of credit risk by industry sector are approved by the Company’s 
Board of Directors, in compliance with local regulatory requirements. 

Exposure to credit risk is managed through regular analysis of the ability of borrowers and 
potential borrowers to meet interest and capital repayment obligations and by changing these 
lending limits where appropriate.  Limits on the level of credit risk by borrower are assessed on 
the basis of a credit risk management model developed by the Group, including an internal 
rating system applied to all corporate clients, and are approved on an on-going basis by the 
Board of Directors.  In the case of financial institutions and governments, the external credit 
rating assigned by an external credit assessment institution (ECAI) has been mapped onto the 
Group internal rating scale using the worse external rating when two are available, or the 
second worse when three are available.  

With regard to loans, the total exposure of the Company derived from loans to banks and 
customers amounted to €10.7 billion at the end of 2015 (€8.9 billion in 2014): 

 

 
2015 

€‘000 
2014 
€‘000 

Loans and advances to banks 
(as per Statement of Financial Position) 9,677,881 7,277,780 

Loans and advances to customers 
(as per Statement of Financial Position) 1,059,934 1,604,337 

 10,737,815 8,882,117 
 

The Company has in place a Nominal Limit of €4 billion (€4 billion in 2014) equivalent for the 
purchase of bonds.  Within the Company’s approved Financial Portfolio Policy the investment in 
permissible bonds is subject to sub category limits as described therein. 

The total exposure of the Company derived from bonds classified as Available for Sale and 
Carried at Fair Value through profit or loss shown in the following table, amounted up to €2.452 
billion at the end of 2015 (€3.024 billion in 2014). 

 
 2015 2014 

 €’000 €’000 
Securities Carried at Fair Value Through 
Profit or Loss 
(as per Statement of Financial Position) - 47,660 

Available for Sale Investments * 
(as per Statement of Financial Position) 2,452,022 2,976,704 

 2,452,022 3,024,364 
 

* AFS Investments in 2015 include € 162,000 of Equity Securities (2014: € 127,000) 
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A breakdown of the Company’s credit risk exposure relating to Loans and Receivables, 
Contingent Liabilities and Bonds at year-ends 2015 and 2014 by activity sector is provided in 
the tables below: 

 
31 December 2015 
Sector of Risk 

Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
€'000 €'000 €'000 

Central Government                       335,127                           69,990                     2,053,210  
Credit Institutions                          34,488                             3,684                           89,887  
Electricity, Gas and Water Supply                       268,111                           57,846                                    -   
Extra-Territorial Organisations and Bodies                                   -                                     -                         198,358  
Financial Intermediaries                        157,553                           10,181                           86,526  
  (excluding Credit Institutions / Central Bank)       
Manufacturing                                    -                                    -                                     -   
Transport, Storage and Communications                          83,528                                    -                            23,879  
Wholesale / Retail Trade & Repair                            5,077                           37,460                                    -   
Group                    9,724,605                           34,508                                    -   
Cash Collateral                       129,326                                    -                                     -   
Grand Total                  10,737,815                        213,669                     2,451,860  

 

  
31 December 2014 
Sector of Risk 

Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
€'000 €'000 €'000 

Central Government 355,692 41,272 2,526,646 
Credit Institutions 64,592 - 105,119 
Electricity, Gas and Water Supply 122,999 - - 
Extra-Territorial Organisations and Bodies - - 239,950 
Financial Intermediaries  114,140 - 128,142 
  (excluding Credit Institutions / Central Bank) 
Manufacturing 1,424 - - 
Transport, Storage and Communications 92,738 - 24,380 
Wholesale / Retail Trade & Repair - 39,145 - 
Group 8,028,453 - - 
Cash Collateral  102,079 103,494 - 
Grand Total 8,882,117 183,911 3,024,237 
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A breakdown of the Company’s credit risk exposure relating to Loans and Receivables, 
Contingent Liabilities and Bonds at year-ends 2015 and 2014 by credit rating is provided in 
the tables below: 

 
 

 
31 December 2015 
Internal Rating 

 Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
External Rating €'000 €'000 €'000 

I.1.A AAA                       166,868                          10,400                        295,916  
I.1.B AA+                                   -                                     -                           34,976  
I.1.C AA                                   -                                     -                         368,233  
I.1.E A+                            2,000                                    -    - 
I2 A-                       169,449                          69,990                          56,499  
I3 BBB+                         28,636                                    -                                     -   
I4 BBB+                    9,680,929                          92,354                        111,509  
I5 BBB                       199,025                                    -                      1,569,047  
I6 BBB-                         35,087                          27,060                                    -   
M1 BB+                       325,187                          10,181   - 
M2 BB+                            1,309                             3,684                          15,680  
Cash Collateral 

 
                      129,326                                    -                                     -   

Grand Total                   10,737,815                        213,669                     2,451,860  
 
 

 

31 December 2014 
Internal Rating 

 Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
External Rating €'000 €'000 €'000 

I.1.A AAA                       180,814                     10,317.00                  393,151.00  
I.1.B AA+                                   -                                     -   35788 
I.1.C AA                                   -                                     -   412308 
I.1.D AA-                            3,020                                    -                                     -   
I.1.F A                         30,017                                    -                                     -   
I2 A-                       304,936                          41,272                                    -   
I3 BBB+                         30,899                                    -                                     -   
I4 BBB+                         10,010                                    -                           16,323  
I5 BBB                    7,930,094                        103,494                     2,166,667  
I6 BBB-                       237,139                          28,828                                    -   
M2 BB+                         24,941                                    -                                     -   
M3 BB                         20,029                                    -                                     -   
R2 B+                            6,715                                    -                                     -   
R3 B                            1,424                                    -                                     -   
Cash Collateral 

 
                      102,079                                    -                                     -   

Grand Total                      8,882,117                        183,911                     3,024,237  
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A breakdown of the Company’s credit risk exposure relating to Loans and Receivables, 
Contingent Liabilities and Bonds at year-ends 2015 and 2014 by country risk is provided in the 
tables below: 

 
 

31 December 2015 
Country of Risk 

Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
€'000 €'000 €'000 

Austria                                    -                                      -                             23,879  
Belgium                                    -                                      -                           140,339  
Bermuda                             5,077                            27,060                                     -   
France                                    -                                      -                           235,532  
Germany                         166,868                                     -                                      -   
Hungary                           30,010                                     -                                      -   
Ireland                         199,683                            68,028                            56,499  
Italy                     9,878,863                          104,497                      1,584,726  
Netherlands                                    -                                      -                             48,217  
Romania                           17,332                                     -                                      -   
Russian Federation                         257,279                              3,684                                     -   
Slovenia                           25,807                                     -                                      -   
Spain                                    -                                      -                           111,509  
Supranational                                    -                                      -                           198,358  
United Kingdom                         156,896                            10,400                            52,801  
Grand Total                   10,737,815                          213,669                      2,451,860  

 

 
31 December 2014 
Country of Risk 

Loans/Receivables Contingent Liab. Bonds 
€'000 €'000 €'000 

Austria                                    -                                      -                             24,380  
Belgium                                    -                                      -                           122,165  
Bermuda                                    -                             28,828                                     -   
Finland                                    -                                      -                             12,262  
France                                    -                                      -                           314,769  
Germany                         180,814                                     -                                      -   
Hungry                           30,017                                     -                                      -   
Ireland                         149,091                                     -                                      -   
Italy                     8,088,525                          144,766                      2,182,990  
Netherlands                                    -                                      -                             49,577  
Norway                                    -                                      -                             23,613  
Romania                           19,661                                     -                                      -   
Russia                         122,999                                     -                                      -   
Slovak Republic                         130,058                                     -                                      -   
Slovenia                           28,151                                     -                                      -   
Supranational                                    -                                      -                           239,950  
United Kingdom                         132,677                            10,317                            54,531  
United States                                 124                                     -                                      -   
Grand Total                     8,882,117                          183,911                      3,024,237  
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The following tables provide a breakdown of loans and advances to banks and customers by 
loan quality: 
 

 2015 2014 Change net 
exposure 

 
€’000  

Net exposure 
€’000 

% 
break- 
down 

Net exposure 
€’000 

% 
break- 
down 

Doubtful Loans 5,613 0.05 11,368 0.13 (5,755) 
Substandard Loans - - - - - 
Past Due Loans - - - - - 
Non-Performing Loans 5,613 0.05 11,368 0.13 (5,755) 
Performing Loans 10,791,916 99.95 8,870,748 99.87 1,921,168 
Loans and Advances to Banks 
and Customers 10,797,529 100.00 8,882,116 100.00 1,915,413 

 
 
 

 2015 2014 

 

Gross 
exposure 

€’000 

Impairment 
provisions 

€’000 

Net 
exposure 

€’000 

Gross 
exposure 

€’000 

Impairment 
provisions 

€’000 

Net 
exposure 

€’000 
Doubtful Loans 5,839 (226) 5,613 11,594 (226) 11,368 
Substandard Loans - - - - - - 
Past Due Loans - - - - - - 
Non-Performing Loans 5,839 (226) 5,613 11,594 (226) 11,368 
Performing Loans 10,794,521 (2,605) 10,791,916 8,872,151 (1,403) 8,870,748 
Loans and Advances to 
Banks and Customers 10,800,360 (2,831) 10,797,529 8,883,745 (1,629) 8,882,116 

 

 
Non-performing loans decreased last year both on a gross and net exposure basis, with a net 
exposure representing 0.05% of the total loans and advances to banks and customers in 
December 2015 (0.13% in December 2014). 
 
Gross exposure relating to doubtful loans decreased in 2015 amounting to €5.84 million at 
year-end.  Individual impairment losses on these exposures covered 100% (2014:100%) of 
the exposures that are not guaranteed either by Government or by Group Entities at year-end 
2015. Provisions are considered in line with market-driven recovery expectations. Net 
exposure to doubtful loans accounted for 0.05% of total loans and advances to banks and 
customers in December 2015 (0.13% in December 2014). 
 
There is currently no exposure to past due loans in December 2015 (2014: Nil). 
 
There is currently no exposure to substandard loans (2014:€0). 
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Credit Spread Risk 
 
The bond portfolio’s fair value is subject to the volatility of credit spreads associated with each 
issuer, representative of both specific credit risk as well as systemic credit market conditions.  
The impact of the sensitivity of the portfolio to credit spread volatility will vary in accordance 
with the accounting classification of each bond and the relevant accounting principles.  The 
table below provides estimates of the impact of a parallel upward shift of 25 basis points of 
individual credit spread curves on the revaluation of bonds classified at fair value through 
profit or loss (“CFV Securities”) or OCI and equity (“AFS Securities”) of the Company in 2015. 
 
 
 
 

Price Sensitivity Analysis as at 31 December 2015 
of CFV and AFS Securities to Credit Spread Volatility 

 

 
Profit & Loss 

€‘000 

Other Comprehensive 
Income and Equity  

€‘000 

AFS Securities - (19,966) 

Economically hedged CFV 
Securities 

- - 

Total - (19,966) 
 
 

Price Sensitivity Analysis as at 31 December 2014 
of CFV and AFS Securities to Credit Spread Volatility 

 

 
Profit & Loss 

€‘000 

Other Comprehensive 
Income and Equity  

€‘000 

AFS Securities - (19,579) 

Economically hedged CFV 
Securities 

(151) - 

Total (151) (19,579) 
 
 
 
Use of Credit Risk Mitigants: 

At year-end 2015, of the total amount of loans and advances (excluding intra-Group 
transactions) of €1.192 billion (2014: €1.022 billion), €0.733 billion (2014: €0.749 billion) 
(representing 61.50% (2014: 73.29%)) had a credit risk mitigation (including but not limited to 
risk participations and export credit guarantees) attached. 
 
Collateral Management: 

An amount of €596.86 million of risk exposure was partially or fully covered by collateral at 
year-end 2015 (2014: €645.36 million), with an adjusted fair value of such collateral estimated 
at €602.24 million at 31 December 2015 (2014: €654.59 million). The collateral related to 
derivative exposure of €436.73 million (2014: €485.03 million) and loan and advances of 
€160.13 million (2014: €160.33 million). 
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The Company did not take possession of any new pledged collateral, excluding cash and 
securities, during the course of the financial year. 

In case of the default of an obligor (as defined in the terms and conditions of the contractual 
agreement linking the obligor to the Company), the Company will exercise its rights. 

 

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities 
 
 

 Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements 

 

31 December 2015 
    Related amounts not 

offset in the statement of 
financial position 

 

€’000 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
assets 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
liabilities 

offset in the 
statement 

of financial 
position 

Net 
amounts of 

financial 
assets 

presented 
in the 

statement 
of financial 

position 

Financial 
instruments 

(including 
non-cash 
collateral) 

Cash 
collateral 
received Net amount 

Derivatives 449,790 (13,054) 436,736  436,736 0 
 
 
 Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements 

31 December 2015 
    Related amounts not 

offset in the statement of 
financial position 

 

€’000 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
liabilities 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
assets 

offset in the 
statement 

of financial 
position 

Net 
amounts of 

financial 
liabilities 

presented 
in the 

statement 
of financial 

position 
Financial 

instruments  

Cash 
collateral 
pledged Net amount 

Derivatives  498,358  498,358  485,156 13,202 
Repurchase agreements 290,114  290,114 290,114  0 
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Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements 

31 December 2014 
    Related amounts not 

offset in the statement of 
financial position 

 

€’000 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
assets 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
liabilities 

offset in the 
statement 

of financial 
position 

Net 
amounts of 

financial 
assets 

presented 
in the 

statement 
of financial 

position 

Financial 
instruments 

(including 
non-cash 
collateral) 

Cash 
collateral 
received Net amount 

Derivatives  513,252 (35,809) 477,443  477,443 0 

 

 Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements 

31 December 2014 
    Related amounts not 

offset in the statement of 
financial position 

 

€’000 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
liabilities 

Gross 
amounts of 
recognised 

financial 
assets 

offset in the 
statement 

of financial 
position 

Net 
amounts of 

financial 
liabilities 

presented 
in the 

statement 
of financial 

position 
Financial 

instruments  

Cash 
collateral 
pledged Net amount 

Derivatives  534,462  534,462  532,858 1,604 
Repurchase agreements 600,002  600,002 600,002  0 

 

 
Credit Concentrations Monitoring: 

It is the policy of the Company to monitor and control concentrations of credit risk so that they 
do not exceed specified limits.  It is sound banking practice to avoid concentration of lending 
to specific industries and specific clients or group of clients. 

In addition to the monitoring of concentration limits at the counterparty and sectors of activity 
levels, the Board has adopted the prudent view of calibrating the collective impairment 
provisions of the Company to take into consideration the materiality of the credit concentration 
risk factor associated with the Company’s activity of lending principally to large corporations 
(as described above).  The Concentration Index, utilised for the computation of collective 
impairment provisions, is reviewed by the Risk Control Unit periodically and the result is 
communicated to the Board. 

One key concentration limit of the Company concerns the concentration to any singular or 
group of connected clients calculated as a portion of owns funds whereby any final exposure 
(uncovered by any credit risk mitigation) to a client or group of connected clients shall be 
considered a Large Exposure if its value is equal to or exceeds 10 per cent of the Company’s 
Own Funds base. 
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The Company has set the following limits: 

• Large Exposures to a client or group of connected clients not to exceed 25% of the Own 
Funds base. Intra-Group credit or financial institutions, Central Governments and Central 
Banks exposures are exempt from this requirement; 

• the sum of Large Exposures in total not to exceed 800 per cent of Own Funds base; 

• loans to Directors are not permitted. 

 
Another concentration limit concerns sector economic activity whereby the aggregate amount 
of risk-weighted loans and undrawn commitments concentrated in one sector of business or 
economic activity, excluding credit institutions, government, extra-territorial organisations and 
central bank, must not exceed 200% of the Own Funds base.  Where a common risk could be 
considered to apply to two or more separate sectors (for example, property development and 
building sectors), then not more than 250% of the Own Funds base shall be employed in such 
sectors on an aggregate basis. 
 
Credit Risk Exposure related to derivatives 
 
The Company had entered into stand-alone derivative transactions for a total notional of €3.53 
billion at the end of 2015 (2014: €4.13 billion), of which €3.45 billion were classified as 
hedging derivatives with application of hedge accounting rules (2014: €3.71 billion).  The rest 
of the stand-alone derivatives are used to mitigate interest rate risk, including asset and 
liability maturity mismatches, and foreign exchange risk generated by mismatches between 
the respective currencies of assets and liabilities. 
 
At the end of 2015, 73.86% of the derivatives involving the Company were dealt with another 
entity of the Group (2014: 82.04%).  Cash Collateral received for derivatives amounted to 
€442.11 million (2014: €494.26 million).  The Company computes a non-material amount for 
billateral credit and debit risk adjustment (CVA / DVA) as 100% of all derivatives are covered 
through specific CSA contracts with Group and Non-Group counterparties. 
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3.2. Liquidity Risk 
Liquidity is the ability of a credit institution to meet its on and off-balance sheet obligations in a 
timely manner as they fall due, without incurring significant cost, while continuing to fund its 
assets and growth therein. 

Funding liquidity risk arises from the inability to meet payment obligations due to the lack of 
liquid funds and related difficulties in selling assets or raising funds in the market, and focuses 
on the short-term (below two years), as in the event of a liquidity crisis, the ability to meet 
payments in the first few days is a critical determinant of the subsequent evolution of the 
crisis. 

As per the Company’s Liquidity Risk Policy approved by the Board of Directors in line with the 
Financial Regulator requirements, the Company’s liquidity analysis aims at: 
• defining the liquidity risk on the basis of mismatches between maturing or readily 

realisable assets and maturing liabilities for each time band (liquidity gap), amounts are 
deemed to include accrued interest; 

• defining “target liquidity ratios” for the on-demand to 8 days and the 9 days – 1 month 
periods.  Furthermore “attention thresholds” are defined on the liquidity gap for the 1-3 
month, 3-6 month, 6-12 month, 1-2 years and more than 2 years periods.  The target 
liquidity ratios and the attention thresholds are defined as the ratio of inflows to outflows in 
a given time period.  The value of the first target liquidity ratio must remain above 1.0, 
while the value of the second target liquidity ratio, computed on a cumulative basis 
(including net inflows or outflows from the previous time band), must remain above 0.9.  
Attention thresholds are monitored for information purposes; 

• defining rules for maintaining a minimum of liquid assets to cover very short-term liquidity 
risk, to be refinanced through borrowings; 

• Defining rules for new regulatory reporting requirement, such as the Liquidity Coverage 
Ratio and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR, implementation in 2018).  

 
Historical statistics on liquidity ratios (standard case) for 2015 and 2014 

 
 2015 2014 

 0-8 days 9d – 1m 0-8 days 9d – 1m 

 % % % % 

Minimum 130.6 105.5 125.0 122.5 

Maximum 1,065.0 1,314.0 1,428.4 2,672.5 

Average 293.8 312.3 330.7 474.5 

 

Further to CEBS’ Guidelines on Liquidity Buffers & Survival Periods the Company has 
implemented a committed money market line dedicated to cover potential liquidity shortfalls 
experienced by the Bank under stressed conditions. 
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The following tables show the liquidity risk exposure of the Company for the year ended 2015 
and 2014 using the IFRS 7 application guidance and assuming that all undrawn loan 
commitments are included in the time band containing the earliest date they can be drawn   
(0-8 days). 

 
31-Dec-2015 
€'000 Sight to  Over 8 days Over 1 mth Over 3 mth Over 6 mth  1 year to  Over 2  
Time band 8 days to 1 month to 3 mths to 6 mths to 1 year 2 years years 
INFLOWS        
Readily Marketable Assets/Liquid Assets 1,419,547 - - - - - - 
Cash 987 - - - - - - 
Lending to MFI’s - - - - - - - 
Securities other than shares issued by MFI’s 61,245 - - - - - - 
Central Government Securities 1,308,433 - - - - - - 
Securities other than shares issued by non MFI’s - - - - - - - 
Accrued Interest 1,867 - - - - - - 
Minimum Reserve Balance 50,443 - - - - - - 
Less Deposit Protection Account 3,428 - - - - - - 
Monetary Financial Institutions 871 68,638 524,888 582,816 1,460,027 3,715,910 4,375,083 
- Affiliates 871 10,916 524,880 576,906 1,454,140 3,701,708 4,283,530 
- Other Credit Institutions - Non Irish - - - 5,901 5,886 14,066 91,530 
- Other Credit Institutions - Irish - - - - - - - 
- All other Monetary Financial Institutions - - - - - - - 
- Sale of Securities or Investments in MFIs - 57,723 8 9 1 135 24 
Central Government - - - - - - - 
- From investments - - - - - - - 
Non-Government Credit 47 108,178 122,724 59,433 91,329 196,796 744,477 
- Overdrafts - - 1,901 - - - - 
- Term Loans 47 108,178 120,823 59,433 91,329 196,796 744,477 
Sale and Repurchase Agreements - - - - - - 583,826 
- Other Credit Institutions - - - - - - 289,568 
- ECB - - - - - - 294,258 
Fee Income - - - - - - - 
Derivative and OBS Activity 365,822 79,988 43,477 31,701 22,316 37,835 1,001,467 
- Swap 365,822 79,988 43,477 31,701 22,316 37,835 1,001,467 
Total Inflows 1,786,287 256,804 691,089 673,950 1,573,672 3,950,541 6,704,854 
OUTFLOWS        
Monetary Financial Institutions 88,723 108,869 23,629 27,735 25,459 84,619 2,585,525 
- Affiliates 88,723 83,642 2,022 8 518 1,230 20 
- Other Credit Institutions - non Irish - 9,191 4,000 3,500 587 585 452,045 
- All other Monetary Financial Institutions - 16,036 17,606 24,226 24,355 82,804 2,133,460 
Debt Securities Issued 1,682 229,472 1,133,102 3,515,724 2,012,060 1,512,419 1,143,674 
Non-Government Deposits 1,034 - - - - - - 
- Current Accounts 943 - - - - - - 
- Demand Deposit Accounts 91 - - - - - - 
Sale and Repurchase Agreements - - - - - - 290,516 
- ECB - - - - - - 290,516 
Fees Payable 88 290 756 1,147 2,319 4,600 - 
Other Costs 92 304 792 1,201 2,429 4,818 - 
Undrawn Committed Facilities Granted 182,863 - - - - - - 
Derivative and OBS Activity 367,411 78,780 56,080 38,104 50,048 71,324 1,070,907 
- Swap 367,411 78,780 56,080 38,104 50,048 71,324 1,070,907 
Total Outflows 641,893 417,714 1,214,359 3,583,910 2,092,315 1,677,780 5,090,622 
        
Net Position in the Period 1,144,394 -160,910 -523,270 -2,909,960 -518,643 2,272,761 1,614,232 
Net Cumulative Inflow/Outflow 1,144,394 983,484 460,213 -2,449,747 -2,968,390 -695,629 918,603 
Liquidity Ratio (%) 278.3 335.4 137.9 31.6 34.6 85.0 115.9 
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31-Dec-2014 
€'000 Sight to  Over 8 days Over 1 mth Over 3 mth Over 6 mth  1 year to  Over 2  
Time band 8 days to 1 month to 3 mths to 6 mths to 1 year 2 years years 
INFLOWS        
Readily Marketable Assets/Liquid Assets 2,080,308 - - - - - - 
Cash 1,364 - - - - - - 
Lending to MFI’s 20,000 - - - - - - 
Securities other than shares issued by MFI’s 214,618 - - - - - - 
Central Government Securities 1,800,280 - - - - - - 
Securities other than shares issued by non MFI’s - - - - - - - 
Accrued Interest 1,876 - - - - - - 
Minimum Reserve Balance 45,562 - - - - - - 
Less Deposit Protection Account 3,392 - - - - - - 
Monetary Financial Institutions 34,951 150,618 94,563 372,828 681,044 1,043,397 6,781,536 
- Affiliates 951 150,618 64,512 367,507 675,829 1,032,504 6,686,091 
- Other Credit Institutions - Non Irish - - 5,019 5,321 5,215 10,893 95,445 
- Other Credit Institutions - Irish - - 25,032 - - - - 
- All other Monetary Financial Institutions - - - - - - - 
- Sale of Securities or Investments in MFIs 34,000 - - - - - - 
Central Government 34,913 - - - - - - 
- From investments 34,913 - - - - - - 
Non-Government Credit 43 74,361 81,410 32,838 40,370 125,811 691,962 
- Overdrafts - - 1,901 - - - - 
- Term Loans 43 74,361 79,509 32,838 40,370 125,811 691,962 
Sale and Repurchase Agreements 607,875 - - - - - 288,028 
- Other Credit Institutions - - - - - - 288,028 
- ECB 607,875 - - - - - - 
Fee Income - - - - - - - 
Derivative and OBS Activity 321,216 65,353 17,271 51,768 26,508 47,714 1,033,542 
- Swap 321,216 65,353 17,271 51,768 26,508 47,714 1,033,542 
Total Inflows 3,079,306 290,332 193,244 457,434 747,923 1,216,922 8,795,068 
OUTFLOWS        
Monetary Financial Institutions 46,000 29,114 108,260 599,309 26,264 70,677 2,781,875 
- Affiliates - - 92,877 570,488 440 904 998 
- Other Credit Institutions - non Irish 46,000 19,650 - - 585 587 498,327 
- All other Monetary Financial Institutions - 9,464 15,383 28,821 25,239 69,186 2,282,550 
Debt Securities Issued 87,517 824,876 2,297,414 1,216,484 1,846,662 400,880 547,559 
Non-Government Deposits 691 - - - - - - 
- Current Accounts 590 - - - - - - 
- Demand Deposit Accounts 101 - - - - - - 
Sale and Repurchase Agreements 600,006 - - - - - - 
- ECB 600,006 - - - - - - 
Fees Payable 88 290 744 1,147 2,319 4,613 - 
Other Costs 92 304 779 1,201 2,429 4,831 - 
Undrawn Committed Facilities Granted 125,665 - - - - - - 
Derivative and OBS Activity 323,683 69,316 28,664 67,428 53,632 86,720 1,115,469 
- Swap 323,683 69,316 28,664 67,428 53,632 86,720 1,115,469 
Total Outflows 1,183,742 923,900 2,435,861 1,885,569 1,931,306 567,721 4,444,903 
        
Net Position in the Period 1,895,564 -633,568 -2,242,617 -1,428,135 -1,183,384 649,201 4,350,165 
Net Cumulative Inflow/Outflow 1,895,564 1,261,996 -980,621 -2,408,756 -3,592,140 -2,942,939 1,407,226 
Liquidity Ratio (%) 260.1 236.6 59.7 16.0 17.2 29.3 119.0 
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3.3. Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Risks in the Banking Book 
With regard to interest rate risk in the banking book, the Company distinguishes between cash 
flow interest rate risk, which is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will 
fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates, and fair value interest rate risk, which is 
the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market 
interest rates. 

The Company takes on limited exposure to the effects of fluctuations in the prevailing levels of 
market interest rates on both its fair value and cash flow risks.  Interest margins may increase 
as a result of such changes but may reduce or create losses in the event that unexpected 
movements arise. 

The Company mitigates both risks mainly using interest rate swaps in order to convert fixed rate 
assets and liabilities with a maturity exceeding one year into floating rate, and to re-align the 
interest rate profile of its assets with that of the corresponding funding. 

Interest rate exposure is measured separately for each currency by analysing assets and 
liabilities in terms of the dates they reset interest rates.  Interest rate risk exposure is assessed 
by measuring daily the potential financial impact (or sensitivity) on assets and liabilities and 
derivatives of the Company of a parallel upward shift of 100 basis points of all interest rate 
curves (i.e. EURIBOR, LIBOR), assuming that all such assets and liabilities are re-valued at fair 
value.  The exposure is reviewed daily by management against the set limits. 

The same methodology is applied to all interest bearing and discounted assets and liabilities.  
Given the absence of significant optional risk in the Company, the sensitivity of all assets and 
liabilities and derivatives of the Company for a parallel downward shift of 100 basis points of all 
interest rate curves is approximately similar and opposite to the measure monitored daily by 
Management. 

As at 31 December 2015, the Company’s overall interest rate sensitivity on all balance sheet 
financial non-derivative assets, liabilities and derivatives amounted to €4.434 million          
(2014: -€9.226 million), within the limit approved by the Board of Directors of +/- €16 million.  
 
 

Historical Interest Rate Sensitivity Review 
01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015 

100 bps 
Shift Sensitivity 

€'000 

Average 755 

High 8,692 

Low (12,980) 
 
 

Historical Interest Rate Sensitivity Review 
01/01/2014 to 31/12/2014 

100 bps 
Shift Sensitivity 

€'000 

Average (10,459) 

High (3,554) 

Low (15,943) 
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Whereas the above sensitivity measure on the recognised non-derivative financial assets and 
liabilities and derivatives of the Company provides information as to the potential future impact 
which a parallel upward shift of 100 basis points of interest rate curves would have on the 
interest margin of the Company, the financial impact of the sensitivity to interest rate risk of 
instruments will vary in accordance with their accounting classification and the relevant 
accounting principles.  The following tables provide estimates of the impact of a parallel upward 
shift of 100 basis points of interest rate curves on the revaluation of instruments classified at fair 
value through profit or loss or other comprehensive income and equity of the Company in 2015 
and in 2014. 
 
 

Interest Rate Sensitivity Analysis as at 31 December 2015 
Instruments classified at Fair Value through Profit or Loss or Equity 

 

 
Profit & Loss 

€‘000 

Other Comprehensive 
Income and Equity  

€‘000 

AFS Securities - (2,868) 

Economically hedged  
CFV Securities 

- - 

Hedged Assets and Liabilities (4,092) - 

Trading Derivatives 287 - 

Total (3,805) (2,868) 
 
 

Interest Rate Sensitivity Analysis as at 31 December 2014 
Instruments classified at Fair Value through Profit or Loss or Equity 

 

 
Profit & Loss 

€‘000 

Other Comprehensive 
Income and Equity  

€‘000 

AFS Securities - (4,761) 

Economically hedged  
CFV Securities 

(94) - 

Hedged Assets and Liabilities (5,901) - 

Trading Derivatives 2,197 - 

Total (3,798) (4,761) 
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The management of the Company monitors daily the concentration of interest rate risk in the 
banking book on a time bucket and currency basis.  The interest rate risk sensitivity of the 
Company at year-ends 2015 and 2014, by currency, is shown in the following tables: 
 
 

Sensitivity as at 31 December 2015 
(100 basis points shift) 

 

Currency 
2015 
€'000 

2014 
€'000 

 
EUR 5,726 (7,927) 
USD (1,293) (1,298) 
Other 
 

1 
 

(1) 
 

 

Total 
 

 

4,434 
 

 

(9,226) 
 

 
 
With regard to foreign exchange risk in the banking book, such risk results from the 
mismatching of the currency of denomination between assets and liabilities.  The Company 
mitigates this risk mainly using foreign exchange swaps in order to re-align the currency of 
denomination of its assets with that of the corresponding funding. 

The Board has set a limit on the total overnight open position (measured as the maximum of the 
sums of all long and short open positions), which is monitored daily. 
 
 

Total Position at Year-end  
2015 
€'000  

2014 
€'000 

    
Long Foreign Currency: 1,355  824 
Short Foreign Currency: 
 

- 
  

- 
 

 
 
Average Position during the Year 

 
 

2015 
€'000  

2014 
€'000 

 

Average Long Foreign Currency: 804  1,466 
Average Short Foreign Currency: 
 

29 
  

76 
 

 
 
As a consequence of the limited exposure of the Company to foreign exchange risk in the 
banking book (on the notional limit of €3 million) and the revaluation performed on a daily basis 
through the income statement of all on and off-balance sheet recognised assets and liabilities 
as well as its cumulative yearly profit and loss, the Company does not compute any measure of 
sensitivity to foreign exchange risk in the banking book. 
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4. Statement of financial position by accounting class 
 

 
 

The table below summarizes the analyses of the various classes of financial assets and liabilities by 
IAS 39 measurement category for 2015. 
 

 

Loans and 
receivables/
Amortised 

cost 
liabilities 

Held for 
trading 

Designated 
at fair value 

through 
profit or loss 

Derivatives 
used for 
hedging 

Available 
for sale 

* Other  Total 

As at 31 December 2015 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 

Assets        
Cash and balances with central 
banks 59,715 - - - - - 59,715 

Available for sale investments - - - - 2,452,022 - 2,452,022 
Loans and advances to banks 9,677,881 - - - - - 9,677,881 
Loans and advances to 
customers 1,059,934 - - - - - 1,059,934 
Derivative financial instruments - 449,790 - - - - 449,790 
Prepayment and accrued 
income 95 - - - - - 95 

Deferred tax - - - - - 31 31 

Other assets  2,906 - - - - - 2,906 

Property, plant and equipment - - - - - 38 38 
Total assets 10,800,531 449,790 - - 2,452,022 69 13,702,412 

Liabilities        

Deposits from banks  643,371 - - - - - 643,371 
Debt securities in issue 9,310,563 - - - - - 9,310,563 
Repurchase agreements 290,114 - - - - - 290,114 
Due to customers 1,604,386 - - - - - 1,604,386 
Derivative financial instruments - 453,477 - 149,590 - - 603,067 
Current tax - - - - - 17 17 
Deferred tax liability - - - - - 3,273 3,273 
Accruals and deferred income 5,763 - - - - - 5,763 
Other liabilities 633 - - - - - 633 
Provisions for liabilities and 
commitments 182 - - - - - 182 

Equity        
Share capital - - - - - 400,500 400,500 
Share premium - - - - - 1,025 1,025 
Available for sale reserves - - - - - 22,694 22,694 
Other reserves - - - - - 506,764 506,764 
Retained earnings - - - - - 310,060 310,060 
Total liabilities and 
shareholders’ funds 11,855,012 453,477 - 149,590 - 1,244,333 13,702,412 

 

 
*Other includes non-financial items and equity instruments 
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The table below summarizes the analyses of various classes of financial assets and liabilities by IAS 
39 measurement category for 2014. 
 

 

Loans and 
receivables/
Amortised 

cost 
liabilities 

Held for 
trading 

Designated 
at fair value 

through 
profit or loss 

Derivatives 
used for 
hedging 

Available 
for sale 

* Other  Total 

As at 31 December 2014 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 

Assets        
Cash and balances with central 
banks 49,389 - - - - - 49,389 
Financial instruments at fair 
value - - 47,660 - - - 47,660 

Available for sale investments - - - - 2,976,704 - 2,976,704 
Loans and advances to banks 7,277,780 - - - - - 7,277,780 
Loans and advances to 
customers 1,604,337 - - - - - 1,604,337 
Derivative financial instruments - 513,252 - - - - 513.252 
Prepayment and accrued 
income 33 - - - - - 33 

Other assets  6,918 - - - - - 6,918 

Property, plant and equipment - - - - - 66 66 
Total assets 8,938,457 513,252 47,660 - 2,976,704 66 12,476,139 

Liabilities        

Deposits from banks  1,264,625 - - - - - 1,264,625 
Debt securities in issue 7,035,285 - - - - - 7,035,285 
Repurchase agreements 600,002 - - - - - 600,002 
Due to customers 1,632,902 - - - - - 1,632,902 
Derivative financial instruments - 531,598 - 170,845 - - 702,443 
Current tax - - - - - 492 492 
Deferred tax liability - - - - - 3,121 3,121 
Accruals and deferred income 9,515 - - - - - 9,515 
Other liabilities 919 - - - - - 919 
Provisions for liabilities and 
commitments 64 - - - - - 64 

Equity        
Share capital - - - - - 400,500 400,500 
Share premium - - - - - 1,025 1,025 
Available for sale reserves - - - - - 21,846 21,846 
Other reserves - - - - - 506,764 506,764 
Retained earnings - - - - - 296,636 296,636 
Total liabilities and 
shareholders’ funds 10,543,312 531,598 - 170,845 - 1,230,384 12,476,139 

 
 
*Other includes non-financial items and equity instruments 
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5. Fair values of financial instruments 

a. Determination of fair value of financial instruments recorded at fair value 
 
In order to ensure the harmonisation of valuations among the different branches and subsidiaries of 
Intesa Sanpaolo Group, the Risk Management Department of the Parent Company has the 
responsibility to produce the valuation of the securities and structured derivatives for all the entities 
of the Group. These valuations, which are reviewed by management, are therefore used by the 
Company for the relevant instruments. 

 
With regard to securities holdings, the existence of official prices in an active market represents the 
best evidence of fair value and these prices must be used with priority (effective market quotes) for 
the measurement of financial assets and liabilities.  If there is no active market, fair value is 
determined using valuation techniques aimed at ultimately establishing what the transaction price 
would have been on the measurement date.  Such techniques include: 

• Reference to market values indirectly connected to the instrument to be valued and derived 
from products with the same risk profile (comparable approach). 

• Valuations performed using – even partly – inputs not identified from parameters observed 
on the market, which are estimated also by way of assumptions made by the person making 
the assessment (mark-to-model). 

 
In the case of comparable approach valuation technique (Level 2), the valuation is not based on the 
price of the same identical financial instrument to be measured, but on prices or quoted credit 
spreads on instruments which are similar in terms of risk factors, using a given calculation 
methodology.  In particular, 

• if third party quotes are not available to measure a specific instrument, this approach requires 
the search for similar transactions on active markets which are comparable in terms of risk 
factors with the instrument to be measured; 

• calculation methodologies used in the comparable approach reproduce prices of financial 
instruments quoted on active markets and do not contain discretional parameters – 
parameters for which values may not be presumed from quotes of financial instruments 
present on active markets or fixed at levels capable of reproducing quotes on active markets- 
which significantly influence the final valuation. 

 
Where a valuation technique is used to determine fair values, it is validated and periodically 
reviewed by qualified personnel independent of the area that created it.  All models are certified 
before they are used, and models are calibrated to ensure that outputs reflect actual data and 
comparative market prices. 

With regard to derivatives, the Company values non-structured derivatives using market standard 
cash flow models.  The interest rate curves used for the discounting of cash flows are communicated 
by the Risk Management Department of the Parent Company on the basis of market quotes and are 
inserted in the valuation systems centrally before being applied to all entities of the Group (Level 2 
approach). 

For derivatives, which might change classification from being an asset to a liability or vice versa, 
such as interest rate swaps, fair values take into account both credit valuation adjustment (CVA) and 
debit valuation adjustments (DVA), unless a bilateral collateral agreement has been entered by the 
Company with the relevant counterparty. 

Structured derivatives are re-valued by the Group Risk Management Department also using a 
comparable approach valuation technique. 
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 2015 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 
 €'000 % €'000 % €'000 %  
Financial Assets designated 
at Fair Value through Profit or 
Loss        
 - Debt instruments - - - - - - - 
Available for Sale financial 
Assets        
 - Debt instruments 2,451,860 100.0 - - - - 2,451,860 
 - Equity instruments 162 0.00 - - - - 162 
        
Total Financial Assets 2,452,022  -  -  2,452,022 

  
 
      

 2014 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 
 €'000 % €'000 % €'000 %  
Financial Assets designated 
at Fair Value through Profit or 
Loss        
 - Debt instruments - - 47,660 100.0 - - 47,660 
Available for Sale financial 
Assets        
 - Debt instruments 2,976,577 100.0 - - - - 2,976,577 
 - Equity instruments 127 0.00 - - - - 127 
        
Total Financial Assets 2,976,704  47,660  -  3,024,364 

 
2015 
The level 2 assets were not actively traded during the year and fair values were consequently 
obtained using valuation techniques using observable market inputs. 

 
 2015 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 
 €'000 % €'000 % €'000 %  

Derivatives Assets        
 -Trading - - 385,223 100.0 64,567 100.0 449,790 
 -Hedging - - - - - - - 
Total -  385,223 100.0 64,567 100.0 449,790 
Derivatives Liabilities        
 -Trading - - 388,910 72.2 64,567 100.0 453,477 
 -Hedging - - 149,590 27.8 - - 149,590 
Total - - 538,500 100.0 64,567 100.0 603,067 

    
 
    

 2014 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 
 €'000 % €'000 % €'000 %  

Derivatives Assets        
 -Trading - - 513,252 100.0 - - 513,252 
 -Hedging - - - - - - - 
Total - - 513,252 100.0 - - 513,252 
Derivatives Liabilities        
 -Trading - - 531,598 75.7 - - 531,598 
 -Hedging - - 170,845 24.3 - - 170,845 
Total - - 702,443 100.0 - - 702,443 
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b. Fair value of financial instruments other than those carried at fair value through profit or loss or 
Other Comprehensive Income 

Set out below is a comparison of carrying values and fair values of the financial assets and financial 
liabilities (excluding short term receivables, payables and items present in the Company’s statement 
of financial position at their fair value) held as at 31 December 2015 and at 31 December 2014. 
 
    31-Dec-15 31-Dec-15 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Fair value Carrying value 
    €’000 €’000 
Assets      
Cash and balances at central banks - 59,715 - 59,715 59,715 
Loans and advances to banks - 8,103,221 2,056,679 10,159,900 9,677,881 
Loans and advances to customers - 1,035,695 45,249 1,080,945 1,059,934 
      
Liabilities      
Deposits by banks - 227,192 417,503 644,696 643,371 
Due to customers - 22,537 1,957,370 1,979,907 1,604,386 
Debt securities in issue 499,399 6,263,570 2,591,978 9,354,946 9,310,563 
Repurchase agreements - - 285,207 285,207 290,114 
 
 

    31-Dec-14 31-Dec-14 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Fair value Carrying value 
    €’000 €’000 

Assets      
Cash and balances at central banks - 49,389 - 49,389 49,389 
Loans and advances to banks - 510,161 7,338,264 7,848,425 7,277,780 
Loans and advances to customers - 833,474 812,600 1,646,074 1,604,337 
      
Liabilities      
Deposits by banks - 1,222,334 44,007 1,266,341 1,264,625 
Due to customers - 5,539 2,064,231 2,069,770 1,632,902 
Debt securities in issue - 4,988,280 2,044,340 7,032,620 7,035,285 
Repurchase agreements - 600,002 - 600,002 600,002 
 
The Company utilises the valuation methodologies developed by the Parent Company for financial 
assets and financial liabilities (excluding short term receivables, payables and items present in the 
Company’s statement of financial position at their fair value). 
The valuations are reviewed by the Risk Control Unit of the Company to ensure the results are in 
compliance with management expectations. The  performance and impact on the accounts resulting 
from changes in valuations is reviewed by the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis. 
With regard to assets, the methodology used is based on a discount of future cash flows using the 
observable interest rate curve on reporting date plus a credit spread estimated with an internally-
developed model.  The model involves the construction of a matrix of credit spreads by levels of 
probability of default, loss given default, and weighted average residual duration.  The book value is 
considered to be the fair value for cash, balances at the Central Bank, short-term assets (original life 
of less than 18 months or residual life of less than 12 months) and non-performing assets. 
With regard to liabilities, the methodology used is based on a discount of future cash flows using the 
observable credit curve of the Intesa Sanpaolo Group at reporting date.  The book value is 
considered to be the fair value for short-term liabilities (original life of less than 18 months or residual 
life of less than 12 months). 
 

6. Segmental Analysis 
The Company has one reporting segment, the provision of banking products and services carried 
out from Ireland.  Geographic concentrations are reported in Note 35.  There are no non-Group 
customers with revenue exceeding 10% of the total revenue of the Company. 
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7. Net interest income 
 
 2015 2014 
 €’000 €’000 
Interest and similar income   

Cash and short term funds 918 914 
Available for sale debt securities  54,568 72,982 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 841 1,841 
Loans and advances * 216,225 239,752 
Repurchase agreements 72 271 
Net swap interest income - 29 
Debt securities in issue 104 - 
 272,728 315,789 
 
* Interest income includes €Nil (2014: €128,013) accrued on impaired loans. 
 
 2015 2014 
 €’000 €’000 

Interest expense and similar charges   

Banks and customers 73,574 76,050 
Debt securities in issue 69,533 86,408 
Repurchase agreements 120 1,600 
Net swap interest expense 48,378 61,334 
Net expense on fair value option trading derivatives 769 1,693 
 192,374 227,085 
 
 

8. Fees and commission income and expense 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 

Fee and commission income    
Credit related fees and commissions 1,243  3,672 
Other fees 99  73 
 1,342  3,745 

Fee and commission expense    
Credit related fees and commissions 7,883  9,424 
Brokerage fees paid -  3 
Other fees paid 53  260 
 7,936  9,687 
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9. Net trading expense 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    

Mark-to-market gains / (losses):    
- Derivatives 7,335 

 
 650 

- Net result hedge accounting *** 64  (54) 
- Financial instruments designated at Fair 

Value through profit or loss -  103 

 
Net realised gain on available for sale debt 
securities 

2,665  10,935 

Net realised loss on financial instruments 
designated at Fair Fair Value through profit and 
loss 

(387)                   - 

Net realised loss on debt securities 2,927  (3) 
 12,604  11,631  

 
***  An analysis of the net result of hedge accounting is provided below 
 
Interest rate derivatives designated as fair value hedges are entered into, to hedge the exposure to 
changes in the fair value of recognised assets or liabilities arising from changes in interest rates, 
primarily fixed rate loans to banks and customers and available for sale debt securities. 
 

2015 - Net results of hedge accounting 
 

 Loans and 
Receivables 

Available for 
Sale 

Debt 
Securities in 

Issue 

Total 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 
Net gains / (losses) on 
Hedged asset / liability (12,290) 29,433 719 17,862 
Net gains / (losses) on 
Fair value of hedging 
Derivatives 12,394 (29,346) (846) (17,798) 
 104 87 (127) 64 

 
 

2014 - Net results of hedge accounting 
 

 Loans and 
Receivables 

Available for 
Sale 

Total 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 
Net gains / (losses) on 
Hedged asset / liability (124,045) 99,801 85,756 
Net gains / (losses) on 
Fair value of hedging 
Derivatives 14,399 (100,209) (85,810) 
 354 (408) (54) 
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10. Employee numbers 

 
The average number of persons employed by the Company (including Executive Directors) during 
the year was as follows: 
 Number of employees 
 2015  2014 
Administration 25  25 

 
11. Administrative expenses 

 
 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 

Staff costs    
- wages and salaries 1,751  1,627 
- social welfare costs 183  167 
- pension costs 291  295 
- other personnel expenses 6  5 
 2,231  2,094 
Other administrative expenses 2,748  1,657 

    
 4,979  3,751 

 
12. Profit before taxation 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
Profit before tax is stated after charging:    
Depreciation – property, plant and equipment 35  37 
    
Auditors’ remuneration (including VAT):    

Audit services            Statutory audit 78  77 
                                         Other services 22  15 
                                         Subtotal 100  92 
    

Non-audit services      Taxation services 24  27 
Subtotal                    24                      27  

    
 124  119 
    
Directors’ remuneration:    

Executive 256  197 
Non-executive                    94                     79 

    
 350  276 
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The following tables detail the total remuneration of the directors. 
  
13. Income tax expense 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
Corporation tax charge 12.5% (2014:12.5%) 
on the profit for the year on ordinary activities 10,013  11,702 
    
Current tax charge for the year 10,013  11,702 
(Over) / Under provision in prior year (265)  3 
    
 9,748  11,705 
Deferred Tax    
Adjustment for prior years -  597 
    
Total current Tax 9,748  12,302 

 
The current tax charge for the year is lower (2014: higher) than the current charge that would result 
from applying the standard rate of Irish corporation tax to profit on ordinary activities.  The difference 
is explained below: 
 
 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
Profit on ordinary activities before tax 80,098  93,625 
    
Profit on ordinary activities multiplied by the average rate 
of Irish corporation tax for year of 12.5% (2014:12.5%) 

10,013  11,702 

    
Effects of:    
Adjustments to tax charge in respect of previous periods (265)  3 
Deferred tax charge in respect of previous years -  597 
    
Current tax charge for the year 9,748  12,302 
    

 
14. Dividends paid and proposed 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 

Declared and paid during the year    
Declared on ordinary shares:    
Final dividend for 2014: 14.21 cent per share 
(2013: 10.54 cent per share) 56,926 

 
42,242 

    
Proposed for approval at Annual General Meeting (not 
recognised as a liability as at 31 December) 

   

Dividend on ordinary shares:    
Final dividend for 2015: 17.48 cent per share 
(2014:14.21 cent per share) 70,000 

 
56,926 
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15. Cash and balances with central banks 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
Mandatory reserve deposits with central bank 50,438  45,564 
Other cash balances 9,343  3,925 
Less allowances for losses (66)  (100) 
 59,715  49,389 

 
Mandatory reserve deposits are available for use in the Company’s day to day operations.  The 
balances earn interest based on average Main Refinancing Operations (MRO) interest rate issued 
by the European Central Bank. 

Of which included in cash and cash equivalents (Note 31) €9 million (2014: €46 million). 
 
16. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss  
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 

Debt securities at fair value    
    
Issued by public bodies    
- government securities -  47,660 
    
 -  47,660 
Of which:    
- listed on a recognised exchange -  23,697 
- unlisted -  23,963 
 -  47,660 

 
17. Available for sale debt investments 
 

 2015  2014 
Debt securities €’000  €’000 
Issued by public bodies    
- government securities 2,105,288  2,569,982 
Issued by other issuers    
- banks 322,693  382,215 
- other debt securities 23,879  24,380 
 2,451,860  2,976,577 
Of which:    
- listed on a recognised exchange 2,451,860  2,976,577 
Equity Securities    

Equity Securities – Other 162  127 

 162  127 

 2,452,022  2,976,704 
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18. Loans and advances to banks 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    
Placement with other banks 9,677,927  7,147,815 
Unlisted securities  -  130,058 
    
Gross loans and advances 9,677,927  7,277,873 
Less allowances for losses (46)  (93) 
 9,677,881  7,277,780 

 
Of which included in cash and cash equivalents (Note 31) €5 million (2014: €10 million). 

 
 
19. Loans and advances to customers 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    
Loans to corporate entities 1,062,654  1,605,872 
- Syndicated and bilateral loans    
    
Gross loans and advances 1,062,654  1,605,872 
Less allowances for losses (2,720)  (1,535) 
    
 1,059,934  1,604,337 

 
 
20. Movement in the allowance for impairment / provisions for bad and doubtful debts 
 

 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    

Balance at beginning of year 1,728  28,646 
Disposed loans -  (27,476) 
Charge to income statement 1,446  635 
Released to income statement (442)  (140) 
Translation adjustment 100  63 

Balance at end of year 2,832  1,728 
 

The release of the provision for impairment of loans and receivables of €1,004,000 (2014: release 
€2,674,000) is composed of a net charge to the income statement of €1,004,000 (2014: €495,000) 
as above ((charge €1,446,000, release €442,000) (2014 charge €635,000, release €140,000)) and a 
credit of Nil (2014: €3,168,481) in relation to loans previously written off. 
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Amounts include: 
 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    

Cash and balances with central bank (Note 15) 66  100 

Loans and advances to banks (Note 18) 46  93 

Loans and advances to customers (Note 19) 2,720  1,535 

Balance at end of year 2,832  1,728 

 
Allowances for loan impairment represent management’s estimate of the losses incurred in the loan 
portfolios at the statement of financial position date. 
 
 
The following is a reconciliation of the individual and collective allowances for impairment / provision 
of bad and doubtful debts. 
 

 2015 2015 2015 

 Individual Collective Total 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 

Balance at beginning of year 227 1,501 1,728 
Charge to income statement - 1,446 1,446 
Released to income statement - (442) (442) 
Translation adjustment - 100 100 
Balance at end of year 227 2,605 2,832 
 
 

 2014 2014 2014 

 Individual Collective Total 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 

Balance at beginning of year 27,525 1,121 28,646 
Disposed loans (27,476) - (27,476) 
Charge to income statement 178 457 635 
Released to income statement - (140) (140) 
Translation adjustment - 63 63 
Balance at end of year 227 1,501 1,728 
 
 

Impaired loans: Amounts include: 
 2015  2014 
 €’000  €’000 
    

Loans and advances to customers  227  227 
Balance at end of year 227  227 
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21. Derivative financial instruments 

The Company uses the following derivative instruments for both hedging and non-hedging purposes: 
Currency forwards represent commitments to purchase foreign and domestic currency.  
Embedded derivatives refer to financial instruments with embedded options, which have been split 
out from their host contracts. The options relate to the calculation of cash coupons and redemption 
amounts, which are based on standard indices. 
Currency and interest rate swaps are commitments to exchange one set of cash flows for another.  
Swaps result in an economic exchange of currencies or interest rates (for example, fixed rate for 
floating rate) or a combination of all these (i.e. cross-currency interest rate swaps).  No exchange of 
principal takes place, except for certain currency swaps.  The Company’s credit risk represents the 
potential cost to replace the swap contracts if counterparties fail to perform their obligation as well as 
an add-on calculated as a proportion of the notional amount and representing the potential volatility 
in the replacement cost.  This risk is monitored on a daily basis.  To control the level of credit risk 
taken, the Company assesses counterparties using the same techniques as for its lending activities. 

The notional amounts of certain types of financial instruments provide a basis for comparison with 
instruments recognised on the statement of financial position but do not necessarily indicate the 
amounts of future cash flows involved or the current fair value of the instruments and, therefore, do 
not indicate the Company’s exposure to credit or price risks.  The derivative instruments become 
favourable (assets) or unfavourable (liabilities) as a result of fluctuations in market interest rates or 
foreign exchange rates relative to their terms.  The aggregate contractual or notional amount of 
derivative financial instruments on hand, the extent to which instruments are favourable or 
unfavourable, and thus the aggregate fair values of derivative financial assets and liabilities, can 
fluctuate significantly from time to time.  The fair values of derivative instruments held are set out 
below. 
 

 At 31 December 2015  
Fair values including 

accruals 

  

Contract / notional 
amount 

€’000 
Assets 

€’000 
Liabilities 

€’000 
1) Derivatives held for trading    
     
 a) Foreign exchange derivatives    
 Currency swaps 496,510 1,963 (2,050) 
 Total OTC derivatives  1,963 (2,050) 
     
 b) Interest rate derivatives    
 Interest rate swaps 1,475,000 343,158 (346,758) 
 Total OTC derivatives  343,158 (346,758) 
     
 c) Equity options    
 Equity options purchases 235,900 104,669 - 
 Equity options sold 235,900 - (104,669) 
 Total OTC derivatives  104,669 (104,669) 
     
 Total derivative assets/(liabilities) held for trading  449,790 (453,477) 
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2) Derivatives held for risk management    
     
 Derivatives designated as fair value hedges    
 Interest rate swaps 2,056,372 - (149,590) 
 Total OTC derivatives  - (149,590) 
     

 
Total derivative assets/(liabilities) held for risk 
management  - (149,590) 

     
 Total derivative financial instruments  449,790 (603,067) 

 
 

 
At 31 December 2014  

Fair values including 
accruals 

  

Contract / notional 
amount 

€’000 
Assets 

€’000 
Liabilities 

€’000 
1) Derivatives held for trading    
     
 a) Foreign exchange derivatives    
 Currency swaps 409,775 42 (3,005) 
 Total OTC derivatives  42 (3,005) 
     
 b) Interest rate derivatives    
 Interest rate swaps 1,775,000 373,483 (381,370) 
 Cross-currency interest rate swaps 40,700 - (7,497) 
 Total OTC derivatives  373,483 (388,867) 
     
 c) Embedded derivatives    
 Embedded derivatives purchased 337,400 139,726 - 
 Embedded derivatives sold 337,400 - (139,726) 
 Total OTC derivatives  139,726 (139,726) 
     
 Total derivative assets/(liabilities) held for trading  513,252 (531,598) 
     
2) Derivatives held for risk management    
     
 a) Derivatives designated as fair value hedges    
 Interest rate swaps 2,312,704 - (170,845) 
 Total OTC derivatives  - (170,845) 
     

 
Total derivative assets/(liabilities) held for risk 
management  - (170,845) 

     
 Total derivative financial instruments  513,252 (702,443) 
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22. Deferred Taxation 
 

  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
Deferred Tax assets:     
Available for sale debt securities  31  - 
Total deferred tax assets  31  - 
     
Deferred Tax liabilities:     
Available for sale debt securities  3,273  3,121 
Total deferred tax liabilities  3,273  3,121 
     
Net Deferred Tax (liability) / assets  (3,242)  (3,121) 
     
  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
Analysis of movement in deferred taxation     
At 1 January  (3,121)  (1,611) 
Exchange translation adjustment  -  25 
Deferred tax through income statement  -  (596) 
Deferred tax through other comprehensive income  (121)  (939) 
     
At 31 December  (3,242)  (3,121) 

 
 
23. Other assets 
 

  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
Deferred expenses *  2,883  6,351 
Sundry debtors  23  55 
Accounts Receivable  -  512 
     
  2,906  6,918 

 
 
 * the majority include fees paid in advance in relation to debt securities in issue. 
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24. Property, plant and equipment 
 

 Office 
equipment 

 Computer 
equipment and 

software 

 Total 

 €’000  €’000  €’000 
Cost      
At beginning of year 171  231  402 
Additions in year 3  4  7 
Disposals in year -  (5)  (5) 
At end of year 174  230  404 
Depreciation      
At beginning of year 146  190  336 
Charge for year 8  27  35 
Disposals in year -  (5)  (5) 
At end of year 154  212  366 
      
Net book value      
At 31 December 2015 20  18  38 
      
At 31 December 2014 25  41  66 

 
 

 Office 
equipment 

 Computer 
equipment and 

software 

 Total 

 €’000  €’000  €’000 
Cost      
At beginning of year 164  232  396 
Additions in year 11  5  16 
Disposals in year (4)  (6)  (10) 
At end of year 171  231  402 
Depreciation      
At beginning of year 143  166  309 
Charge for year 7  30  37 
Disposals in year (4)  (6)  (10) 
At end of year 146  190  336 
      
Net book value      
At 31 December 2014 25  41  66 
      
At 31 December 2013 21  66  87 
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25. Deposits from banks 
 

  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
Deposits from other banks  643,371  1,264,625 
     
  643,371  1,264,625 

 
Of which include cash and cash equivalents (Note 31) €105 million (2014: €148 million). 

 
 
26. Debt securities in issue 

 

At 31 December 2015 
 

  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
At amortised cost  9,310,563  7,035,285 
     
  9,310,563  7,035,285 

 
  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
Floating Rate  6,137,764  6,512,209 
Fixed Rate  3,172,799  523,076 
     
  9,310,563  7,035,285 

 
The Company is one of the three issuers in the €70 billion Euro Medium Term Note Programme 
established by Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A., which is also the guarantor of the notes issued by the 
Company under the Programme. 
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27. Repurchase agreements 
 
  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
Due to central bank  290,114  600,002 
  290,114  600,002 
 
Included in cash and cash equivalents (Note 31) nil million (2014: €600 million). 
 
Collateral given: The carrying amount of securities sold under agreements to repurchase at 31 
December 2015 was €298,499,399 (2014: €610,996,179) of which securities with a fair value of 
€298,499,399 (2014: €610,996,179) are classified as available for sale (Note 17 / Note 1.17). 

 
28. Other liabilities 
 

  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     
Other payable and accrued expenses  623  911 
VAT payable  10  8 
  633  919 

 
29. Movement in the provisions for liabilities and commitments 
 

 2015  2014 

 €’000  €’000 
Balance at beginning of year 64  427 
Charge to income statement 124  84 
Released to income statement (13)  (451) 
Translation adjustment 7  4 
Balance at end of year 182  64 

 
Please refer to Note 1.8 (c) for the accounting policy and Note 32 for the outstanding undrawn commitments. 

 
30. Share capital 
 

 Number of 
shares 

Ordinary 
shares 

Share 
Premium 

Total 

 €‘000 €’000 €’000 €’000 

At 1 January 2014 400,500 400,500 1,025 401,525 
At 31 December 2014 / 1 January 2015 400,500 400,500 1,025 401,525 
At 31 December 2015 400,500 400,500 1,025 401,525 

 
The total authorised number of ordinary shares at year end was 500,000,000 (2014: 500,000,000) 
with a par value of €1 per share (2014: €1 per share).  All issued shares are fully paid. 

At 31 December 2015, the capital and reserves of the Company amounted to €1,170.69 million 
(2014: €1,145.45 million), €1,241.04 million including year end profits after tax (2014: €1,226.77) 
million including YTD profits after Tax). 
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31. Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise the following 
balances with less than three months’ maturity from the date of acquisition. 
 
  2015  2014 

  €’000  €’000 
     
Cash and balances with central bank (Note 15)  9,343  46,096 
Loans and advances to banks (Note 18)  5,000  10,000 
Deposits from banks (Note 25)  (104,975)  (148,014) 
Repurchase agreements (Note 27)  -  (600,000) 
  (90,632)  (691,918) 

 
32. Contingent liabilities and commitments 
 

At 31 December 2015 the contracted amounts of contingent liabilities and financial commitments 
were: 

 
  2015  2014 
  €’000  €’000 
     

Guarantees and irrevocable Letters of Credit  14,102  14,294 
     

Undrawn formal standby facilities, credit lines and other 
commitments to lend with a maturity of: 

    
    

- less than one year or     
Unconditionally     
cancellable at any time  -  - 

- one year and over  199,567  169,617 
  213,669  183,911 

 
33. Pension scheme 
 

The Company operates a defined contribution pension scheme.  The scheme is trustee administered 
and the assets are kept separate from those of the Company.  Contributions to the scheme are 
charged to the income statement as incurred.  The pension charge for the year was €291,232 (2014: 
€294,874).  At the 31 December 2015, the pension accrual amounted to €9,223 (2014: €7,180). 
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34. Related party transactions  

The ultimate Parent Company is Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A., incorporated in Italy.  A number of banking 
transactions are entered into with related parties in the normal course of business.  The volumes of 
related party transactions outstanding balances at the year end and related income and expenses 
for the year are as follows: 
 
31 December 2015 
 PARENT FELLOW 

SUBSIDIARIES 
TOTAL 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 
ASSETS    
Available for sale investments 163 - 163 
Cash and balances with central banks 9,049 - 9,049 
Loans and advances to banks 6,038,432 3,020,709 9,059,141 
Derivative financial instruments:    

Forex 1,963 - 1,963 
IRS 8 - 8 

Options 104,669 - 104,669 
    
LIABILITIES    
Deposits from Banks 162,053 27,234 189,287 
Deposits from Clients - 91,337 91,337 
Derivative financial instruments:    

Forex 2,050 - 2,050 
IRS 11,004 482,361 493,365 

    
INCOME STATEMENT    
Interest and similar income 136,720 67,471 204,191 
Interest expense and similar charges (10,171) (53,041) (63,212) 
Fees and commission income 73 - 73 
Fees and commission expense (7,310) (338) (7,648) 
Net trading income / (expense) (9,712) 3,353 (6,359) 
    
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS    
Commitments – financial issued 34,508 - 34,,508 
Commitments – financial received 1,800,000 - 1,800,000 
    
DERIVATIVES    
Derivatives (notional) 1,029,410 2,311,899 3,341,309 
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This following table represents the highest month end balances during the year. 
 
31 December 2015 
 PARENT FELLOW 

SUBSIDIARIES 
TOTAL 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 
ASSETS    
Available for sale investments 184 - 184 
Cash and Balances with central banks 30,212 - 30,212 
Loans and advances to banks 7,665,017 3,908,694 11,573,711 
Loans and advances to customers - 732,963 732,963 
Derivative financial instruments:    

IRS 8 233,483 233,491 
Forex 6,807 - 6,807 

Options 133,636 - 133,636 
    
LIABILITIES    
Deposits from Banks 2,273,803 269,743 2,443,546 
Deposits from Clients - 233,128 233,128 
Repurchase Agreements 556,280 - 556,280 
Derivative financial instruments:    

IRS 25,507 607,572 633,079 
Forex 8,945 - 8,945 

    
INCOME STATEMENT    
Interest and similar income 136,720 67,471 204,191 
Interest expense and similar charges (10,171) (53,041) (63,212) 
Fees and commission income 73 - 73 
Fees and commission expense (7,310) (338) (7,648) 
Net trading income / (expense) (9,712) 3,353 (6,359) 
    
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS    
Commitments – financial issued 65,266 - 65,266 
Commitments – financial received 1,800,000 - 1,800,000 
    
DERIVATIVES     
Derivatives (notional) 1,527,438 2,644,286 4,171,724 
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31 December 2014 
 PARENT FELLOW 

SUBSIDIARIES 
TOTAL 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 
ASSETS    
Available for sale investments 127 - 127 
Cash and balances with central banks 3,626 - 3,626 
Loans and advances to banks 3,089,684 3,384,401 6,474,085 
Loans and advances to customers - 721,619 721,619 
Derivative financial instruments:    

Forex 42 - 42 
Options 139,726 - 139,726 

    
LIABILITIES    
Deposits from Banks 597,348 79,905 677,253 
Deposits from Clients - 151,875 151,875 
Derivative financial instruments:    

Forex 3,005 - 3,005 
IRS 25,209 531,690 556,899 

    
INCOME STATEMENT    
Interest and similar income 121,487 118,684 240,171 
Interest expense and similar charges (17,566) (67,856) (85,422) 
Fees and commission income 63 912 975 
Fees and commission expense (4,440) (6,558) (10,998) 
Net trading income / (expense) 73,123 (186,271) (113,148) 
    
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS    
Commitments – financial issued 60,248 1,700 61,948 
Commitments – financial received 1,800,000 - - 
    
DERIVATIVES    
Derivatives (notional) 1,451,313 2,679,286 4,130,599 
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This following table represents the highest month end balances during the year. 
 
31 December 2014 
 
 PARENT FELLOW 

SUBSIDIARIES 
TOTAL 

 €’000 €’000 €’000 
ASSETS    
Available for sale investments 130 - 130 
Reverse Repo 1,191,955 - 1,191,955 
Cash and Balances with central banks 19,180 - 19,180 
Loans and advances to banks 3,931,633 3,713,980 7,645,613 
Loans and advances to customers - 1,192,781 1,192,781 
Derivative financial instruments:    

IRS 333 233,483 233,816 
Forex 4,038 - 4,038 

Options 139,726 - 139,726 
    
LIABILITIES    
Deposits from Banks 729,072 79,905 808,977 
Deposits from Clients 0 179,870 179,870 
Repurchase Agreements 944,404 - 944,404 
Derivative financial instruments:    

IRS 35,832 531,690 567,522 
Forex 5,585 9 5,594 

Options - 9 9 
    
INCOME STATEMENT    
Interest and similar income 121,487 118,684 240,171 
Interest expense and similar charges (17,566) (67,856) (85,422) 
Fees and commission income 63 912 975 
Fees and commission expense (4,440) (6,558) (10,998) 
Net trading income / (expense) 73,123 (186,271) (113,148) 
    
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS    
Commitments – financial issued 104,721 200,000 304,721 
Commitments – financial received 1,800,000 - 1,800,000 
    
DERIVATIVES     
Derivatives (notional) 2,250,942 3,290,688 5,541,630 
 
 
Number of transactions performed with connected parties in 2015 

 PARENT FELLOW SUBSIDIARIES TOTAL 
Loans and advances to banks 46 2 48 
Derivative financial instruments 110 6 116 
Deposits from banks 358 50 408 
Repurchase agreements 9 - 9 
    
Total 523 58 581 
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Number of transactions performed with connected parties in 2014 

 PARENT FELLOW SUBSIDIARIES TOTAL 
Loans and advances to banks 59 35 94 
Derivative financial instruments 160 17 177 
Deposits from banks 180 70 250 
Repurchase agreements 36 - 36 
    
Total 435 122 557 

 
The cumulative total value of loans and advances to banks issued to Parent and other Group 
companies during the year has not been disclosed as the maturity profile for the majority ranged 
from overnight up to 5 years.  The cumulative total value of deposits from banks received from the 
Parent and other Group companies during the year has not been disclosed as the maturity profile for 
the majority ranged from overnight up to 5 years. 
 
 
Directors Remuneration 
 

       Key management personnel comprise the members of the Board of Directors. A listing of the Board 
of Directors is provided on page 3. In 2015 the total remuneration of the Directors was €350,281 
(2014: €275,722). Included in total remuneration is €94,179 (2014: €79,199) in respect of fees 
earned in the capacity of directors, €256,101 (2014: €195,523) in respect of compensation earned in 
the capacity of management and Nil (2014: Nil) in respect of post-employment benefits. 

 
       Further analysis of key management personnel compensation in total and for each of the following 

categories; 
 
 

 2015 2014 
 € € 
   
Short Term Employee Benefits  350,281 275,722 
Post –Employment Benefits - - 
Other Long Term Benefits - - 
Termination Payments - - 
Share Based Payments - - 
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35. Geographic concentrations 
 
 

Geographic concentrations of assets, 
liabilities and off balance sheet items 
 
31 December 2015 

Total 
Assets 

 
€’000 

Total 
Liabilities 

& Equity 
€’000 

Credit 
commitments 

 
€’000 

Operating 
Income 

 
€’000 

Ireland 358,474 1,620,306 78,428 3,275 
E.U. (excl. Ireland) 12,447,363 12,038,156 32,706 49,781 
U.S.A. 70,536 326 28,862 1,565 
Rest of the World 826,039 43,624 73,673 15,729 
 __________ _________ _________ _________ 
Total 13,702,412 

 
13,702,412 

 
213,669

 
70,350 

 
 
 
Geographic concentrations of assets, 
liabilities and off balance sheet items 
 
31 December 2014 

Total 
Assets 

 
€’000 

Total Liabilities 
& Equity 

€’000 

Credit 
commitments 

 
€’000 

Operating 
Income 

 
€’000 

Ireland 279,568 1,951,027 10,317 1,176 
E.U. (excl. Ireland) 11,438,054 10,466,108 62,223 74,445 
U.S.A. 75,042 7,852 28,828 1,777 
Rest of the World 683,475 51,152 82,543 20,015 
 __________ _________ _________ _________ 
Total 12,476,139 

 
12,476,139 

 
183,911 

 
97,413 

 
 

Geographic sector risk concentrations within the portfolio of loans and advances to corporate clients 
were as follows: 
 
 2015 

€’000 
2015 

% 
2014 
€’000 

2014 
% 

Ireland 221,233 21 198,734 12 
E.U. (excl. Ireland) 44,374 4 777,904 49 
U.S.A. 70,227 7 73,462 5 
Rest of the World     724,100               68     554,237               34 
Total 1,059,934 

 
100 

 
1,604,337 

 
100 

 
      Geographic sector risk concentrations within the portfolio of loans and advances to banks (excluding                                     
      Central Bank) were as follows:     

 2015 
€’000 

2015 
% 

2014 
€’000 

2014 
% 

Ireland 29,989 1 34,951 1 

E.U. (excl. Ireland) 9,546,031 98 7,137,249 98 

Rest of the World       101,861                 1       105,580                 1 
Total 9,677,881 

) 
100 

 
7,277,780 

) 
100 
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Geographic sector risk concentrations within the portfolio of financial instruments at fair value 
through profit or loss were as follows: 
 

 2015 
€’000 

2015 
% 

2014 
€’000 

2014 
% 

E.U. (excl. Ireland) -   - 47,660         100 

Total - - 47,660 100

 
Geographic sector risk concentrations within the portfolio of available for sale investments were as 
follows: 
 
 2015 

€’000 
2015 

% 
2014 
€’000 

2014 
% 

Ireland 56,499 2 - - 

E.U. (excl. Ireland) 2,395,523 98 2,953,091 99 

Rest of the World      -       -      23,613             1 

Total 2,452,022 100 2,976,704 100 

 
36. Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities by contractual residual maturity 
 

31-Dec-2015 
€'000  up to 1 up to 3 3 to 12  over 5 

 

Time band On demand month months months 1 to 5 years years Total 
ASSETS        

        
 Cash and balances with CB (1) 12,764 46,951 - - - - 59,715 
 Available for sale securities 163 20,002 82,562 247,404 1,725,362 376,530 2,452,022 
 Loans and advances to banks (1) 440 4,933 514,201 1,891,114 5,086,423 2,180,740 9,677,881 
 Loans and advances to customers (1) 1,127 100,111 67,142 83 553,173 338,298 1,059,934 
 Derivative financial instruments - 1,391 - 580 5,524 442,295 449,790 
        
Total 14,494 173,418 663,905 2139,181 7,370,481 3,337,863 13,699,342 

LIABILITIES        
        
 Debt securities in issue - 227,597 1,123,239 4,444,532 3,254,795 260,400 9,310,563 
 Deposits from banks - 125,609 2,382 1,911 70,825 442,644 643,371 
 Repurchase agreements - - - - 290,114 - 290,114 
 Due to customers 7,875 13,011 1,311 600 186,279 1,395,310 1,604,386 
 Derivative financial instruments - 1,520 3,005 9,491 79,379 509,672 603,067 
        
Total 7,875 367,737 1,129,937 4,456,534 3,881,392 2,608,026 12,451,501 

 
 (1) Collective impairment provision allocated to time band “up to 1 month” 
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31-Dec-2014 
€'000  up to 1 up to 3 3 to 12  over 5 

 

Time band On demand month months months 1 to 5 years years Total 
ASSETS        

        
 Cash and balances with CB (1) 3,926 45,469 - - - - 49,395 
 Financial assets CFV - - - 23,697 23,693 - 47,660 
 Available for sale securities 128 38,667 - 1,268,416 1,285,134 384,359 2,976,704 
 Loans and advances to banks (1) 407 100,970 40,865 535,079 3,860,233 2,740,203 7,277,774 
 Loans and advances to customers (1) 22,661 139,549 80,844 315,844 502,249 543,189 1,604,336 
 Derivative financial instruments - 13 28 5,905 183 507,124 513,253 
        
Total 27,122 324,668 121,737 2,148,959 5,671,762 4,174,875 12,469,123 

        
LIABILITIES        

        
 Debt securities in issue - 909,960 2,277,772 1,886,654 1,673,932 286,967 7,035,285 
 Deposits from banks - 59,434 82,417 576,371 36,659 509,744 1,264,625 
 Repurchase agreements - 600,002 - - - - 600,002 
 Due to customers 1,240 3,414 1,110 5,149 141,454 1,480,535 1,632,902 
 Derivative financial instruments - 5,133 805 20,688 97,815 578,003 702,444 
        
Total 1,240 1,577,943 2,362,104 2,488,862 1,949,860 2,855,249 11,235,258 

 
 (1) Collective impairment provision allocated to time band “up to 1 month” 

 
37. Subsequent events 

The directors have proposed a dividend of 17.48 cent per ordinary share, amounting to €70.00 
million in respect of the year 2015.  Final dividends are not accounted for until they have been 
ratified by the Shareholders at the Annual General Meeting. 

 
38. Date of approval 

The financial statements were approved and authorised by the directors on 26 February 2016. 


